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Doctor of Philosophy degree at the Air Force Institute of Tech-
nology, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohi o. The researc h
effort was performed in the High Power Branch of the Aerospace
Power Division of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Air
Force Systems Coninand, Wr ight Patterson AFB, Ohio, under Project
2301, Task S2, and Work Unit 04. This effort was conducted by
William F. Bailey during the period January 1976 to June 1978.
A discrete collisional theory of dissociation under equilibrium
and nonequilibrium conditions was investigated .
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Chapter I. Introduction

Purpose and Objective
of This Study

Dissociation and energy transfer in diatomic gases is a

topic embracing a broad class of physical phenomena and has

direct application to a wide variety of technical fields.

Gas temperatures of a few thousand degrees Kelvin are

encountered in the operating environment of re—entry vehic-

les, rocket engines, and hypersonic aircraft. The need for

a detailed understanding of the processes and phenomena

associated with this environment has spurred interest in

the chemical kinetiès of the dissociation and the recombina-

tion of molecules . The development of chemical, electric

discharge and gas—dynamic lasers has accelerated interest in

the allied field of intermolecular energy transfer and iden-

tified the dissociation or reccinbination processes as funda-

mental to the development of new and reliable laser systems.

Our interest in the dissociation process grew out of studies

(ref 1) of the characteristics of closed cycle, electric

discharge lasers. Within these studies, we established that

plasma chemistry has a critical influence on discharge

stability and laser performance. The dissociation reaction

initiates the chemical evolution of the gas discharge, and

is therefore fundamental to an understanding of the kinetics

of closed cycle lasers.

1
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While the modern literature and texts contain numerous

studies of energy transfer  and dissociation in diatomic

molecules , recent measurements of dissociation (ref s 2, 3,

4) and relaxation rates (ref S 5, 6, 7, 8) indicate substan-

tial deviations from previous theories. Most previous

theories of dissociation (ref S 9, 10) are based upon a

steady state, “ladder climbing ” analysis with the vibra-

tional energy of the dissociating molecule making the domi-

nant contribution to the reaction energy. Recent detailed

calculations utilizin g this theory (ref s 11, 12) have shown

that this model fails to characterize the process consis-

tently, and yields d issociation rates an order of magnitude

lower than observed experimentally . On the other hand,

several recent publications (ref s 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) based

on a modified “ladder” analysis have met with varying

degrees of success. These analyses have been inconsistent

with regard to relaxation rates, and yielded contradictory

results. These recent works have included a variety of

additional processes viz: anharmonic effects, multiple

quantum transitions, complex exchanges and rotational

effects. However, these processes have been treated m di—

vidually and for specific conditions so that detailed coin—

parisons are difficult.

The apparent anomalies and inconsistencies in the

theories of thermal dissociation have not tempered the

very recent extension oi the standard “ladder” model to

highly non—equilibrium conditions (ref s 16, 17, 18). These

2
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non—equilibrium studies have been confined to an analytical

steady state analysis and have examined the dissociation

reaction rate under conditions of intense optical or col-

lisional pumping. Rotational effects and the influence of

electron impact dissociation have not been included in the

analysis.

This study is addressed to establishing a consistent,

d iscrete collisional theory of dissociation under - equili-

brium and non—equilibrium conditions and to five correspond-

ing objectives.

The first objective is to examine the standard ladder

model of dissociation and evaluate its predictive utility

when realistic transfer rates are incorporated into the

analysis. A variety of gases are analyzed over a broad

range of temperatures. Anticipating the failure of the

standard “ladder ” model, the second objective is to evalu-

ate the role of rotational effects in modifying the col—

lisional activation process and hence to determine to what

extent rotation does alter the calculated dissociation

rates. While rotational effects have long been invoked as

leading to enhanced dissociation , few serious and extensive

analyses have been performed . Within the evaluation of the

standard and rotational models, the third objective will

be to examine the time dependent characteristics of the

dissociation process and assess tt~ influence of the models

on the observed incubation times. The fourth objective is

to analyze the effect of V—V exchange . and of changes in

3
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collisional efficiencies due to mass variations. This

objective will address the resolution of the inconsisten-

cies that have arisen in the literature regarding rate

enhancement in pure gas. The fifth objective is then to

extend the analysis to the highly non—equilibr ium situation

of intense optical or electron impact pumping and to param—

eterize the dissociation process in this regime.

Overview of Contents and Results

In this chapter we begin with a review of collisional

energy exchange mechanisms in molecules, an examination of

the theories of vibrational energy transfer, and an intro-

duction to the dissociation process.

In Chapter II, a historical review of the theories of

dissociation is presented which provides a guide to a num-

ber of more complete review papers. The physical concepts

and critical assumptions of previous theories are then dis-

cussed. Here the dissociation terminology of vibrational

depletion, incubation time and vibrational bias is intro—

duced. Previous calculations are reviewed and results

cited. The contradictions and inconsistencies -present in

previous works are then highlighted and.,,attention is pointed

towards the need for the present analysis.

Chapter III is devoted to the development of the Master

Equation formalism for diatomic - gases diluted in inert

gases and pure diatomic gases. The numerical technique

4
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used for the time—dependent solution is discussed and a

steady state solution derived.

Building on the formalism developed in Chapter III,

three simplified models of dissociation are presented and

examined in Chapter IV. ResultS of detailed numerical cal-

culations of dissociation rates based on these models are

presented in Chapter V and compared with experimental data.

The time-dependent behavior of the dissociation process is

also examined. In addition, the extent of rate enhancement

due to changes in collisional effic iencies , complex energy

exchanges and coupling to excited electronic states are

also discussed.

Chapter VI deals with the highly non—equilibrium con-

ditions achieved through electron impact excitation or

intense optical pumping. In order to address electron

impact dissociation, a solution of the collisional Boltzmann

transport equation is developed and the electron impact

rates are examined for parameters characteristic of elec-

trical discharges. Next, the characteristics of the vibra-

tional energy distribution are discussed within the frame-

work of an analytical steady—state solution of the Master

Equation for strongly pumped conditions. Time dependent

and steady state results are then presented in a parametric

study of the heavy particle and electron impact dissocia-

tion processes. A comparison is made of the efficiencies

of electron impact dissociation and heavy particle dis-

sociation. Finally, Chapter VII summarizes the new aspects
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of the results of this study and presents some considera-

tions and recommendations for additional theoretical and

experimental study.

Energy Transfer Mechanisms

In considering the dissociation of diatomic molecules

in pure gases or in highly diluted mixtures with an inert

gas, five d istinct energy transfer mechanisms resulting

from the collisional interaction of heavy particles can be

identified. - These are:

1. Vibration—TranslatiOn exchange (V-T)

2. Rotation-Translation exchange (R-T)

3. Electronic—Translation exchange (e—T)

4. Vibration-Vibration exchange (V-V)

5. Electronic-Vibration exchange (e-V)

A V-T exchange is characterized by a collision of a

molecule with another atom/molecule in which the molecule

gains or loses vibrational energy from/to the translation

m ode. The R-T and e-T processes represent a similar exchange

except they involve the transfer of rotational and elec—

tronic energy respectively. V—V and e—V exchanges are

classified as complex exchanges. AV-V exchange may occur

when two molecules collide. One molecule gains vibrational

energy, the other molecule loses vibrational energy, and

any energy mismatch is compensated by the translational

mode. An e-v exchange parallels a V-V exchange except that

electronic and vibrational energies are exchanged .

6
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In the present work , it will be assumed that the rota—

tional mode is in equilibrium with the translational mode ;

and we will therefore omit an explicit treatment of rota-

tional energy exchanges during collisions. The assumption

of rotational equilibrium is easily justified for low lying

rotational states, being consistent with the experimental

observation of rapid rotational energy relaxation during

collisions (ref 24). However, when very large values of

the rotational quantum number , J, are considered, the assump-

tion is questionable. We retain this assumption, however ,

based on the simplification it introduces and the lack of

any experimental or theoretical exchange rate data for very

high J levels. e—T exchanges will also be neglected. Their

omission is justified by the adiabatic nature of such an

exchange in the temperature range considered. 
- - 
The explicit

evaluation of e—V exchanges is also omitted in the present

analysis. However, the possible role played by e—V exchange

in the dissociation process will be discussed when we

examine dissociation under non—equilibrium conditions in

Chapter VI. Thus in this work, we will concentrate on the

V—T and V—V mechanisms as we proceed with the development

of a collisional theory of dissociation.

Theory of Vibrational
Energy Exchange

Having identified the critical energy transfer mech-

anisms as V-V and V-T exchange , we proceed by outlining the

development of the theory of vibrational energy exchange.

7
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Landau and Teller (ref 19) first examined the theory of

vibrational relaxation in 1936 using a classical mechanical

approach. Schwartz, Slawsky ,  and Herzfeld (ref 20) published

an analogous quantum mechanical theory in 1952. This “SSH”

theory has received widespread use and represents the stan-

dard with which most relaxation data are compared. The SSH

analysis is based upon an adiabatic “distorted wave”

quantum mechanical theory of scattering developed by Jackson

and Mott (ref 21). Since the appearance of the “SSH”

theory , an extensive amount of theoretical work on colli-

sional energy exchange has been accomplished . This includes

both rotational and vibrational energy exchange. This work

has been reviewed in the landmark work of Herzfeld and

Litovitz (ref 22), and by Takayanagi (ref 23), Cottrell and

McCou-brey (ref 24), Rapp (ref 25), and Nikitin (ref 26).

Subsequent improvements in the basic SSH theory

centered around the anharmonic features of the molecular

potential. Rich (rcf 14) improved the SSH approach by

using an “exact” form of the Morse transition probabilities.

Mies (ref 27) identif ied the critical dependence of the

transition probabili ty upon the ratio of the diagonal

matrix elements. In 1965 Keck and Carrier (ref 28) were

able to extend the SSH formalism through a numerical calcu-

].ation and curve fitting procedure to provide a smooth

transition from the adiabatic to non-adiabatic limits of

the V—T exchange. In 1970, Rich and Treanor (ref 29) pre—

sermted a comprehensive review of vibrational relaxation in

8
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gasdynamic flows. The early seventies brought in wide—

spread efforts to deal with new laser requirements for the

analysis of vibrational energy transfer in CO and CO2 laser

systems. At this time detailed numerical calculations of

V—V and V—T rates started to surface. These calculations

have been described by Secrest (ref 30) who also reviewed

their application to rotational and vibrational energy

transfer. Numerical calculations have been a useful gauge

of the validity of the various approximations in the ana-

lytic theories. These assumptions include those of an

exponential interaction potential and the applicability of

first order perturbation theory. The recent fully quantum

calculations of Rabitz (ref 31) and the semi—classical cal—

culations of McKenzie (ref 32) represent the state of the

art. These calculations themselves, however, have been

quite limited in number of gases and temperature ranges

considered. This is easily understood since these analyses

are quite lengthy from a computational standpoint and are

limited by the accuracy of the interaction potential surface

used.

When applying collisional energy exchange theory to

the problem of molecular dissociation, three aspects of the

exchange rates must be considered.

1. Temperature dependence

2. Magnitude

3. Variation with vibrational state

9
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The vibrational level scaling of the rates reflects

the influence of the anharmonic nature of the vibrational

energy levels on the calculated transition probabilities.

When we consider highly excited states the consequent

limitations on the validity of perturbation and simple

harmonic oscillator theories must be realized and can be

accounted for by using Morse transition probabilities and

the Mies (ref 27) assymetrical correction factor. For a

more detailed discussion see Appendix A. In addition to the

influence of molecular anharmonicity on the transition ele-

ments, the variation in the spacing of the vibrational

energy levels also changes the nature of the collisional

interaction. Due to this variation in energy level spacing ,

collisions involving low lying vibrational levels are

adiabatic in character while collisions invo’ving vibra-

tional states near the dissociation limit are non—adiabatic

or impulsive. Experimental data on excited s-tate V-T mea~

surements are limited , but comparison with the available

data of Hancock and Smith (ref 33) show favorable agreement

with the SSH theory as modified by Keck and Carrier. Based -
~~~

on this comparison with experiment and numerical calcula—

tions of McKenzie (ref 32), the SSH theory as modified by

Keck and Carrier (ref 28) will be utilized throughout the

present ana lysis and fitted to experimental data where avail—

able. 
-
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The Dissociation Process

The previous sections have dealt with the physics of

collisional energy transfer and vibrational energy P

exchange. The energy transfer mechanisms of V—V and V—T

exchange have been defined and discussed. As the vibra-

tional excitation, relaxation , and excitation sequence pro-

ceeds, excitation to higher and higher vibrational levels

occurs. If this excitation proceeds sufficiently far,

molecular bonding is overcome and two free atoms are formed;

the molecule dissociates. Thus if the energy of a diatomic

molecule exceeds the dissociation energy, the molecule will

decompose at a frequency on the order of vibrational fre-

quency. This frequency is much greater than the gas

kinetic collision frequency and therefore this phase of the

reaction may be considered as instantaneous. As a result,

the eff ective reaction rate is determined by the rate of

excitation to the dissociating state. Thus in order to

investigate the dissociation process and thermal activation,

it is essential to know the behavior of the collision

induced transition probabilities.

Experimental evidence from resonance emission spectro—

scopy (ref s 34 , 35, 36) and theoretical calculations (ref s

31, 32) indicate that energy transfers involving the

exchange of more than one or two vibrational quanta are

extremely improbable. Whereas, the probability of popu-

lating the vibrational states from those immediately below

has a relatively high value. This restriction on the

11
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number of quanta exchanged in a collision leads one to view

the excitation of the vibrational states during relaxation

as a stepwise process. The activation of excited vibra—

tional states therefore occurs primarily through single

quantum exchanges and the overall energization of the vibra-

tional manifold can be characterized as a stepwise process

in which excitation proceeds up the “ladder ” of vibra-

tional energy levels to high lying states from which d is-

sociation occurs. This concept of stepwise excitation to a

dissociating state is the essence of the “ladder model” of

dissociation and relaxation.

The collisionally induced dissociation of diatomic

molecule, A2, can be represented as a simple chemical pro-

cess

~~ X —

~~~~ A ~4 ~ X (1-1)

The rate equation for the reaction (1) takes the form

d A 2 I~~ 4 . [ ~4[A2J #4[ 4J 2J [xJ  
- 

(1-2)

where the number densities of the particles have been

denoted by their symbols. The reaction rates depend on

the type of molecule ~~ atom, and gas temperature. In pre—

dicting the dissociatioii ri~action rates from the properties

of the reacting molecules and/or atoms, one is concerned

12
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with the evaluation of the d issociation rate coef ficient

kd. The recombination rate coefficient kr is related to

kd through the law of mass action or rate quotient law:

(1-3)

where K
~~
(T) is the equilibrium constant. Due to the develop-

ment of the shock tube as a reliable tool for high tempera-

ture kinetic studies, extensive data exist on the dissoci-

ation coefficients of H2, 02, N2, Br2, I2 and CO gases diluted

in an argon mixture. Data are also available for pure

diatomic gases , although these data are not quite as extensive.

The dissociation rate in pure gases is generally enhanced

over that value obtained when the diatomic gas is diluted

in an inert gas. The magnitude and temperature dependence

of the enhancement varies from gas to gas. We will con-

sider the possible sources of this enhancement in Chapter V.

The results of experimental measurements of the dis-

sociation coefficient are often fitted to the form

4~c~
mex,~,sa) 

(1-4)

where 8l/ (kT), T is the translational temperature, D0 the

dissociation energy, and C a constant. The Arrenhius

activation energy, E t ,  is given by

13



(1-5)

Thus for the form given in (1—4), the activation energy is

E~~ = 4-#- m,~’ (1-6)

Table I, extracted from Johnston and Birks (ref 9), pre-

sents experimental data on the observed activation ener-

gies , Eobs, and the power of the temperature, m, for a

given reactant (A), gas diluent (X), and temperature range.

Note that the observed activation energies are less than

the dissociation energies so that the empirical parameter

m is always negative. This fact serves as a guide in

evaluating the various models of dissociation that we will

introduce in Chapter IV. -
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TABLE 1

EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR THE
DISSOCIATION OF HOMONUCLEAR DIATOMIC MOLECULES

A X T,K D0,kcal EOb5 ,kcal m

F2 Ar 1300—1600 37.1 30 + 4 —2.5

Ne 1650—2700 24 + 5 —3.0

Ar 1300—1600 27.3 + 2.5 —3.4

Xe 1300—1600 31.1 —2.1

Cl2 Ar 1700—2500 57.0 48.3 —2.1

1600—2600 50 —1.7

1700—2600 41 + 5 —4.0

1600—2600 45 + 2 —2.9

1700—2600 48.3 - —2.0

Br2 Ar 1300—1900 45.5 41.4 
- 

—1.3

1400—2700 
- 

41.4 —1.0

1200—2200 32.4 —3.8

12 Ar 1000—1600 35.6 29.7 —2. 3

850—1650 30.4 —2.1

Ar 5000—18000 118.0 110 —0.4

3800—5000 106 + 5 —1.4
—

4000—6000 108 —1.0

3400—7500 108 —1.2

3000—5000 114 —0.5

02 3000—5000 98 —2.5

4000—7000 91 —2.5
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TABLE 1--Continued

A x T,K D0,kcal EObS ,kcal m 
—

2500—4000 108 —1.5

3000—6000 100 
± 

5 —1.0

2600—7000 85 —3.7

11

H2 Ar 2800—4500 103.3 97 —0.9

3000—5300 97 —0.8

2800—5000 97 —0.8

2900—3790 97 —1.0

Xe 3000—4500 100 —0.4

H2 3000—4500 92 —1.5

H 3000—4500 100 
- . 

— 0.4

D2 Ar 3000—4800 105 97 -

Ar 3000—4900 97 —1.0

N2 Ar 6000—9000 225 218 —0.5

6000—10000 204 —1.3

N2 6000—900Q 218 —0.5

6000—10000 198 —1.7

N 6000—9000 203 —1.5

NOTES:

D0--Dissociation Energy

Eabs --Observed activation energy

rn--Non-exponential temperature dependence

(Data taken from Ref 9)
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Chapter II. Dissociation Theories;

Approaches to the Problem

Having d iscussed vibrational energy transfer and intro-

duced the dissociation process , let us turn to previous work

on dissociation theories and review the approaches, assump-

tions , and results. It is convenient to divide these

approaches into three groups: the classical approach, which

treats the molecular energy levels as a continuum and gives

no reference to the quantum nature of the activation or

reaction processes ; the statistical approach, where

reactions are considered as systems crossing boundaries in

a multi-dimensional phase space; and finally, the colli-

sional approach, involving a discrete kinetic analysis of

molecular activation and reaction. We will consider these

approaches in turn.

Classical Theory

The early theories of the dissociation of diatomic

molecules used classical mechanics and kinetic theory.

Within this framework, it was assumed that in order for a

molecule to dissociate as a result of a binary encounter ,

the relative kinetic energy of the collision partners must

only be in excess of some activation energy. Under this

“Available Energy Theory” the specific rate of the reaction

17
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A 

-~~ A ~‘X (2-1)

at a temperature T, is given by (ref 37)

~Ze xp (flZ2 ) (2-2)

where Z is the collision rate , P a steric factor , ~=1/kT

and D0 is the dissociation energy. This approach has been

extended to include the influence of internal energy in all

participating modes. At dissociation temperatures, mole-

cules will have significant rotational and vibrational

energy. Assuming equipartition of this energy over 2s

classical dynamical variables and classical excitation of

these modes , the rate constant is given by (ref 37):

4 ~ ?Z (,g4)5exp(-~9D.) (2-3)

This form is similar to that discussed previously in

Chapter I and is frequently used to correlate experimental

data as presented in Table I. Rice (refs 38-39) attempted

to refine this theory by assuming that on the average a

molecule that is about to dissociate upon a collision will

have an energy within kT of the dissociation energy. This

asstunption coupled with a correction for -electronic state

18
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multiplici ty resulted in a significant increase in the

effective Z in (2.3). Careri (refs 40-41), however , cited

Rice ’s omission of rotation and upon including rotational

effects he obtained

4 ?Z D-exp~~#44Jei~o(,84)

~~~~~ 
(2-4)

where v is the vibrational frequency of- the ground state.

Rice (ref 39) criticized this result. Although agreeing

that rotation should be included, he pointed out that add-

ing the rotational term to the potential energy curve would

produce a weak maximum at some inter-nuclear separation

greater than the equilibrium separation. This maximum is

known as the rotational barrier. Rice stated that the bar-

rier would result in a reduction in the dissociation rate.

No quantitative evaluation of this effect was made in the

paper.

In addition to raising the question of rotational . -

effects , the theories of Rice and Careri have resulted in

the formation of two different theoretical “camps ” regarding

vibrational bias or how dissociation is distributed over the

vibrational levels. Rice calculated the dissociation rate

by assuming a strong bias of the dissociation reaction

toward high vibrational states . He assumed that dissociation

19
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proceeded dominantly from vibrational states within kT of

the continuum and that it was necessary for molecules to

climb the “ladder” of vibrational states from the lower

states to these upper levels prior to undergoing a colli-

sion resulting in dissociation. Conversely , Careri felt

that the dissociation process was more evenly distributed

over the various vibrational states (that is , had a weaker

vibrational bias). In his view, dissociation was likely to

occur by direct transitions from low vibrational levels as

well. We’ll return to this point when we review the colli-

sional approach, but at this time state that this question

of bias has yet to be resolved and the two “camps ” remain

separated.

It is easy to cite the limi tations of the classical

approach especially if we are considering highly non-

equilibrium circumstances. The assumptions of equilibrium

and of every collision possessing sufficient energy result-

ing in reaction are questionable. The rate of collision-

ally induced dissociation should be amenable to a calcula-

tion based on the detailed mechanics of the collision with-

out invoking such strong and limiting assumptions. The

task of establishing a more detailed analytic theory is

certainly worthwhile and has been pursued utilizing both

the statistical and the collisional approaches.

Phase Space Theories

The statistical theories approach the problem of dis-

sociation and recombination by reasoning that near the

20
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dissociation limit , transitions between states are very

rapid and a classical approximation is valid . Keck (ref S

42 , 43 , 44)  states that because of the high density of

levels near the dissociation limi t, the classical Master

Equation is appropriate for treating dissociation and

recombination. In the limit of small energy transfers this

integro-differential equation may be reduced to an equiva-

lent diffusion equation. Reactions are then considered as

systems crossing boundaries and described as the motion of

a representative point in an 18 dimensional phase space.

Wigner (refs 45, 46, 47) pioneered research in this area by

considering the phase space volume accessible to the three

recombining atoms. The phase space is divided into a

recombined region , where two atoms have recombined in the

presence of a third body, and a free region. The division

into two regions is based on the fact that in the recombined

region the relative kinetic energy is negative and in the

free region it is positive. The trajectories of the atoms

represent lines in phase space and the reaction rate is

represented by the number of such trajectories entering the - r

recombined reg ion . This analysis only yields an upper bound

to the recombination rate since it neglects recrossing of

the phase boundary surface . Some ambiguity may exist in

definition of the recombined region . In order to remove the

ambiguity, the recombined region of phase space is taken as

a “trial surface , ” which is then varied subject to the con-

dition that the rate constant obtained is a minimum and a

21
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least upper bound is obtained . Refinements of the theory

over the past 10 years have included the evaluation of a

recrossing parameter and a correction for departures from

equilibrium . Suitable choice of adjustable parameters in

the theory has yielded rate constants of the correct order

of magnitude and temperature dependence for a variety of

diatomic molecules (ref 109).

Collisional Approach

A collisional approach to dissociation is undertaken in

the present work. Adoption of this approach is encouraged

by the rapid advances in vibrational kinetic studies

relating to laser technology and the new availabili ty of

experimental data on non-equilibrium vibrational distribu-

tions and kinetic rates. Moreover , the collisional approach

offers the unique prospect of treating the highly non-

- 

equilibrium situations of intense optical pumping and ana-

lyzing the new generation of excimer laser systems.

Severa l detailed collisional theories of molecular dis-

sociation have surfaced over the past twenty years. As

brought out in Chapter I, since the decomposition of the

molecule can be assumed to be instantaneous, the observed

dissociation rate is governed by the rates of therma l acti-

vation and energy exchange of the molecule. We can investi-

gate this thermal activation providing we know the transition

rates, V-V and V-T , of the various vibrational states of

the molecule . The calculation of the dissociation rate is

then based on the solution of the Master Equation , a system
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of coupled kinetic equations describing transitions between

all the bound and free states of the diatomic molecule. The

Master Equation formalism will be developed in the next

chapter . Here we review previous collisional approaches to

the dissociation problem. The main differences in the vari-

ous calculations relate to the internal modes considered ,

the mechanisms of energy exchange , and the vibrational bias

of the dissociation reaction . These differences lead to

variations in the magnitude and temperature dependence of

the calculated rates.

First let us consider those works concerned with a

single quantum stepwise excitation. The early work of

Nikit in (ref s 48, 49 , 50) treated the dissociation of

diatomic molecules in the presence of an inert diluent . The

molecule was represented as non-rotating Morse oscillator

and each molecular vibrational state was treated as a dis-

tinct species. Within this analysis he established the

importance of changes in adiabaticity with respect to

vibrational transitions and demonstrated that most of the

steps in the vibrational excitation process are near adia-

batic, occurring with small probability for large exchanges

in vibrational energy . In the temperature range of interest

for most studies of dissociation, it was determined that

only those levels within kT of the dissoôiation energy were

definitely non-adiabatic. In this region , collisions are

impulsive and transitions occur with a probability

_ _ _ _  _-  
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approaching unity . The following expression for the dis-

sociation rate was obtained

(2-5)

where E~ denotes the vibrational energy of levels v=0 to d ,

and 
~K,K l  the V-T probability. Upon replacing the summa-

tions with an integration he obtained

4=ZAw/ (2/fl)’~exp (fl2)/~
e
~
o66tw)J

revealing an activation energy, Eact? less than the dissocia-

tion energy, D0. The dissociation rate was then averaged

over all rotational states assuming rotational equilibrium

and making allowance for the fact that the depth of the

radial potential will decrease with increasing angular

momentum. Application of this analysis was limited to Br 2 
p

at one temperature.

In a subsequent paper by Stupochenko (ref 51) , the

Master Equation was solved under the assumption of the

existence of a steady state in all vibrational states. He

conc luded , as Nikitin had , that a strong vibrational bias

existed for the dissociation reaction . In addition , the

existence of vibrational depletion was discussed. Vibra-

tional depletion results from the coupling of vibrational

and dissociative kinetics and is manifested in a reduction

24
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in the population of the vibrational states from their

equilibrium value. This depletion is most significant for

highly excited vibrational states. Stupochenko provided no

detailed calculation of transfer rates or quantitative cal-

culations of the dissociation rate.

These previous works f avor the “ladder” model concept

and conclude that the rate determining step in the dissocia-

tion reaction is the activation of lower states. Concurrent

with these publications were the works of Montroll and

Shuler ( refs  52 , 53 , 54 , 55 , 56) in which they considered

the vibrational relaxation of molecular systems. They con-

sidered a system of simple harmonic and later anharmonic

oscillators. In the latter investigation (ref 54), the

solution was achieved through a numerical solution of the

Master Equation . In all circumstances ,’ they concluded that

single quantum transitions are most likely and that relaxa-

tion and dissociation processes are “ladder-like.” Cal-

culated dissociation rates (ref 55), however , were several

orders of magnitude lower than experimental values.

Pritchard (ref 57) performed a quantitative investigation

of the kinetics of dissociation of a d iatomic gas in which

he numerically calculated Morse matrix elements for use in

the Jackson-Mott (ref 21) transition probabilities for

hydrogen. Bound-bound and bound-free transitions were

evaluated. He showed that single step transitions dominate

and that a depopulation or depletion of high vibrational

levels would occur.
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Benson and Fueno (ref 58) modeled the recombination

process assuming a cascaded , stepwise process. Landau—Teller

(ref 19) transition probabilities based on simple harmonic

oscillator matrix elements were used. Rotational effects

were accounted for by introducing a long-range, polarization

term , to the potential. A steady-state solution was

obtained and the recombination coefficient calculated for a

variety of gases. Order of magnitude agreement was obtained.

Treanor and Marrone (ref s 59, 60) analyzed the effect

of vibrational-dissociation coupling using a modified form

of the Landau—Teller relaxation equation. They exercised

great care in incorporating experimentally determined

relaxation times and equilibrium rate constants. Various

empirical biases for the d issociation reaction were investi-

gated ranging from an Available Energy approach to a more

strongly biased dissociation probability. The results of

this analysis supported the ladder model to a degree , but

suggested a range of participating vibrational levels rather

than a single transition occurring from the last bound

vibrational level.

At this point in the historical development of colli—

sional rate theories, the “ladder” model had obtained a

strong vote. Most analyses, however, were quite limited

and qualitative. Vibrational structure of the ground elec-

tronic state was the by—word with little critical attention

being devoted to incorporating a detailed experimentally con-

sistent set of V-T rates, examining the role of rotation
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and electronically excited states , or examining the effect

of complex collisions. Time dependent solutions of the

Master Equation were in the wings awaiting better numerical

methods and faster computers. We will row discuss the “New

Era ” of collisional theories during which significant

strides were taken to address the areas cited above.

Although published in 1959, Herzfeld ’s (ref 61) work

on molecular dissociation revealed an excellent perspective.

The paper, although marred by several errors which obviate

his quantitative results , attempted to utilize a realistic

set of kinetic rates based on the SSH theory using Morse

oscillator wave functions and an exponential interaction

potential. In addition , he specifically considered the

effect of V-V transfer on the dissociation of a pure gas.

The influence of rotational states on the dissociation

process was discussed by Bauer and Tsang tref 62) in a

thought-provoking article. Here they called attention to

several mechanisms which effectively couple translational

and vibrational states through the intermediary of chemical

reactions. They proposed that the transfer of energy

involving both rotation and vibration at approximately con-

stant total energy can be induced by distant collisions.

Consideration of such collisions gave new importance to the

rotational structure and provided alternative paths for

rapid vibrational relaxation. Bauer and Tsang hypothesized

that this may account for the fact that the observed dis-

sociation rates are considerably higher than those calculated
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under the assumptions of the standard ladder model. The

fact that detailed calculations of dissociation rate for a

variety of gases using the “ladder ” were not completed at

this time left this hypothesis unproved .

Snider (ref 63) considered the effect of angular momen-

tum on the dissociation rate in d iatomic molecules, assuming

rotational equilibrium. Using a classical approach, he

analyzed the influence of rotation on the mechanics of the

collision. His results did not differ substantially from

those of Nikitin (ref 50) -

A comprehensive study of the “ladder” model , vibra-

tional depletion , and V-V exchange was presented by Rich

(ref 64). Following the work of Herzfeld (ref 61), he used

the Jackson and Mott (ref 21) near-adiabatic distorted wave

treatment with an exponentially repqlsive interaction poten-

tial in an approximate form that enabled him to obtain a

simple analytic form for the matrix elements. Under the

approximation used , a single quantum selection rule emerged ,

while still retaining the effects of anharmonicity in the

matrix elements. This form was used in an SSH calculation

of the transition probabilities. A time dependent solution

of the coupled rate equations was obtained in addition to an

analytical expression for the quasi-steady state dissocia-

tion rate. Good agreement was obtained with experimental

data; however the Mies assymmetrical correction factor

(Appendix A), was not properly accounted for, resulting in
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a serious overestimation of the transition probabilities.*

Rich proposed that V-V exchange accounted for the observed

rate enhancement in pure gases and calculated the cross- p

section for resonant V—V exchange. Based on the magnitude

of the calculated resonant exchange cross—section , he con-

cluded that it was sufficient to account for the rate

enhancement.

Dove (ref 65) investigated the vibrational relaxation

and dissociation of hydrogen diluted in an argon heat bath

by performing a numerical integration of the coupled rate

equations. Collisional transition probabili ties , for V—T

exchange, were calculated by the SSH method modified for a

Morse oscillator. The time-dependent Master Equation was

numerically integrated and vibrational depletion discussed .

After correcting his transition probabilities to agree with-

experimentally determined relaxation data, the calculated

dissociation rates were a factor of 30 too low. Multiple

quantum transitions were later included in the analysis and

resulted in an increase in the d issociation rate of less

- than 15%. Moreover, the computed activation energy was too

large. In a subsequent paper by Dove (ref 66), the ladder

approach was modified to take explici t account of rotational

effects using the matrix elements of Roberts (ref 67). This

distributed the dissociation among the vibrational levels

and resulted in an increase in the dissociation rate- and a

*The correction factor was assumed to be independent of
vibrational state.
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reduction in the activation energy. This calculation

yielded good agreement with experimental data both in rate

magnitude and temperature dependence.

The relationship of the observed activation energy to

vibrational bias was examined by Johnston (ref 68). Noting

that the experimentally observed activation energy is always

less than the dissociation energy, and decreases with

increasing temperature, he analyzed the consistency of vari-

ous models of dissociation with respect to these criteria in

a steady state analysis. He concluded that a ladder-

climbing model for the reaction process with dissociation

occurring only from the top vibrational level was unaccept-

able and that diatomic molecules dissociate from all levels.

The influence of V-V transfer on the dissociation rate

was investigated by Kiefer (ref 69). He used a steady-state

approximation for a single-quantum step Master Equation , and

concluded that the rate was only slightly enhanced when V-V

transitions were included. Using the “ladder ” model he

achieved “quite satisfactory agreement” for’ dissociation

and recombination rates in 02, H2 and HC1 and provided

“qualitative explanations for nearly all the unusual fea-

tures ” of the measured rate. No rotational effects were

included. -

(As you can now see , contradictions and inconsistencies

have arisen in the literature cited regarding the appli-

cability of the ladder model, the role of rotation, and the

influence of v—V effects. We will continue with this review
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of the collisional theories, however , and later evaluate

the status of collisional dissociation theories.)

Pritchard examined the rotational contribution to dis-

sociation and recombination in a series of papers (refs

70, 71, 72) and found it to be significant. In addition ,

he add ressed the relation of rotational transitions to

observed activation energies and their temperature depen-

dence. He concluded that inclusion of rotation adequately

accounted for these variations.

Recently Kiefer (ref 73) has taken a new and refresh-

ing look at the problem of dissociation. He concludes , in

li ght of recent measurements of dissociation and relaxation

rates, that there can be at most a very weak vibrational

bias for dissociation from vibrational states. The ladder

model is out. His analytic approach demanded- consistency

in the magnitude and temperature dependence of the dissoci-

ation rate and induction or incubation time (the time to

establish steady state dissociation). He also investigated

the effect of vibrational depletion. He points out that

depletion is so severe that any theory which assumes that

dissociation proceeds only from highly excited vibrational

states is unacceptable. This is an extremely interesting

comment, since only three years ago (ref 69) the same author

used a ladder model and achieved “quite satisfactory agree-

ment.” He concludes at this time, however, that dissocia-

tion must take place to an appreciable extent from low

lying vibrational states in accordance with the early ideas
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of Careri (ref 41) and the recent theory of Johnston (ref

68).

Time-dependent solutions of the vibrational Master

Equation for hydrogen , including dissociation, have

recently been obtained by Kewley (ref 74) using the stan-

dard ladder model without rotation. The rates used were

of the SSH form (ref 20) as modified by Keck and Carrier

(ref 28) and fitted to the experimental relaxation data.

The calculated dissociation rate showed fair agreement in

magnitude and temperature dependence with experimental data.

When V-V exchanges changes were included in the analysis ,

it was noted that they resulted in only a small enhancement

of the dissociation rate.

Contradictions and Inconsistencies

Through this review of the collisional theories of

• dissociation , it has become apparent that despite the intro-

duction of new computational techniques and the existence

of reasonable transfer rate data, inconsistencies and con-

tradictions exist. In order to highlight this fact and

capsulize the historical review of collisional rate theo-

ries , a status table of dissociation theories is presented

in Table II. In this table we list the author and year of

the work cited , evaluate the success of’ the theory, classify

the approach and vibrational bias, and list the gases con-

sidered. In addition , we point out in those works consider-

ing the effects of V-V transfer, whether or not this
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exchange mechanism led to an enhancement of the dissocia-

tion rate. Observe that calculations utilizing the ladder

model have extended over the past twenty years and have

yielded agreement ranging from good to poor. Fully time

dependent calculations have been limited in scope and

yielded contradictory results. Steady state analyses based

on the ladder model, while having treated a wider variety

of gases , also have yielded contradictory results. Investi-

gations of rotational effects and empirical biases have

been limi ted to steady state and equilibrium analyses, with

time dependent calculations concentrating on H2.

In the present study, we shall address many of the

inconsistencies which have arisen. We will attempt to

develop a collisional model of d issociation that provides

reasonably accurate values for dissociation and recombina-

tion coefficients, exhibits an acceptable temperature

dependence, and permits an evaluation of ‘rate enhancement

effects in pure gases. We will utilize both a detailed time

dependent and steady state analysis in a thorough and con-

sistent evaluation of the kinetics of the dissociation pro-

cess and study the following questions which have been

raised by previous works:

1. Can a standard “ladder” model of dissociation

accurately predict dissociation rate magnitude and tempera-

ture dependence for a variety of gases over broad tempera-

ture ranges?
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2. What role is played by rotational structure and

must it be included for accurate rate determination?

3. Is it possible to select a particular model based

on the observed incubation times?

4. Can the observed rate enhancement in pure gases

be attributed to complex exchange phenomena?

These questions will be addressed by considering a variety

of gases , not limiting ourselves to hydrogen as have others ,

and utilizing a fully coupled time-dependent solution of

the Master Equation , to validate any steady-state assump-

tion or analysis.
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Chapter III. Development of the Master Equation

Introduction

In this chapter we will develop the Master Equation

formalism which will be applied to a collisional investiga-

tion of the dissociation reaction. The Master Equation

approach to the dissociation problem is attractive because

it maintains the discrete nature of the individual states

of the molecule , is exact in principle , and provides a

better -understanding of the course of internal relaxation

and its coupling to the dissociation reaction. In addi-

tion, this approach may be easily transferred to the

related problem areas of kinetic modeling of lasers.

System and Assumptions

The physical system under consideration is a pure gas

consisting of diatomic molecules or a gas mixture of a

diatomic gas diluted in an inert gas , such as argon. We

will model the dissociation of diatomic gases as observed

under experimental conditions typical in shock tube studies.

Under these conditions the shocked gas is suddenly raised

to a high temperature and maintained at constant volume.

The experimental dissociation rates are inferred by using

a light absorption (ref 102) or interferometric technique

(ref 97) to measure the density profiles behind the shock.

In our analysis, chemical reactions, other than dissociation
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and recombination, will be excluded. The energy of the

system is contained in the translational , rotational, vibra-

tional , and electronic modes of the molecules. Energy is

exchanged or transferred through the various modes by means

of collisions. Translational and rotational energy are

exchanged readily , and therefore these modes rapidly equili-

brate only requiring of the order of 100 collisions (ref

24). In this analysis, we will be concerned primarily with

the exchange of vibrational energy resulting from V—V and

V-T exchanges and with the development of a formalism for

treating the vibrational and dissociative relaxation of

diatomic gas.

The overall dissociation process, although represent-

ing one of the simplest of all collisionally induced gas

phase reactions, is extremely complex . The process is

governed by a set of coupled non—linear differential equa-

tion,3 for each of the internal molecular states as well as

the continuum. Formally each state population ~4ll be

governed by an equation -

~~~~~~~~

=

where N1 is the concentration of molecules in state 1, and

the ~ ‘s represer~t generalized rate coefficients for the

population or depopulation of state 1. This set of equa-

tions is commonly referred to as the Master Equation and

- - ~~~~~
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is generally applicable (ref s 75 , 76, 77) for determining

the rate law for the dissociation reaction.

In principle , the ra te of molecular dissociation could

be calculated by incorporating the detailed mechanics of

the molecular collisions into the generalized rate coeff i-

cients and solving the resulting set of equations for each

and every state. Speaking realistically, though , this is

not possible and probably not desirable. Hydrogen, simple

H2, would require close to 350 states to be tracked while

Iodine would require over 50,000 states to treat the

ground electronic state alone. The attempt in this analy-

sis will be to obtain a simplifie d Master Equation while

retaining only those physically important mechanisms

required to describe and understand the process of dissoci-

ation. To that end, the following assumptions are intro-

duced.

i. The translational and rotational degrees of free-

dom are in complete Boltzmann equilibrium. 
-

ii. The molecules in each vibrational state are

treated as separate species.

iii. Only single quantum vibrational exchanges occur.

iv. The molecule is represented as a Morse oscillator

rigid rotator system.

Given the experience of previous works, the results of

experimental relaxation stud ies , and the state—of—the—art

of collision theory , the above assumptions are reasonable

_ _ _ _ _  - 
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for the scope of this research. As justification for (i),

one may offer the standard response of the extremely rapid

relaxation of the translational and rotational degrees of

freedom. Since rotation is involved in the dissociation

process, it is possible that this equilibrium may be per-

turbed . However, to effectively analyze the extent of any

departure from equilibrium would require rate data that is

simply not available. Assumption (iii) may be viewed as

quite severe; however the restriction to single quantum

transitions has been examined previously and has been

shown to have li ttle effect on the d issociation rate (refs

65, 90). This fact is consistent with the adiabatic nature

of the multiple quantum , V-T exchanges. In addition, it

points out that the interplay of the dissociation and

vibrational relaxation processes results in an increased

vibrational Iiepletion and a resultant saturation of the

dissoci~ - - ~ rate. A Morse potential was selected because

of its sim~~icity and ease of application to theoretical

heavy particle collision probabilities. The Morse poten-

tial is able to match very well the spectroscopically

observed vibrational energies and retains the important

anharmonic features of the molecular potential. Here,

vibrational energies are measured from the dissociation

limit and within the Morse representation are given by

(ref 77)
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-

=~-.4~~w(v#I) [/_J(v~f) } 
(3-2a)

where 4W ! 7~’~~ and G/C W3MF
ZDe

for the Morse potential

V(’)= 2 e- exp/~(’r-4)J} (3-2b)

De is the well depth, M the reduced mass, re the equili-

brium separation, w the oscillator frequency. Values of

the required constants were obtained from Herzberg (ref

78).

Transition Rates

Let’s now discuss the rates that are to be incor-

porated into the Master Equation. The pumping and relaxa-

tion process controlling the state populations can be

separated into two collisional classes: collisions between

heavy particles and electron impact collisions.

The heavy particle trar~sfer rates , V—V and V—T were

discussed in Chapter I. In summary, these processes can

40
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be represented by the following reactions under the single

quantum assumption:

N +N ~~~ N + N Intramolecular V—Vv w v+l w+l

N+N~~~~ N +i + N Intramolecular V-T

N
~
+X 

~~~ 
N
~+1 

+ x Intermolecular V—T

It is conventional to express the heavy particle

kinetic rates as the product of the collisions frequency,

Z, the applicable two populations, and the transition

probability . For the V-T processes we utilize the SSH form

(ref 22) as modified by Keck and Carrier (ref 28) and fit

this form to the data of Milli kan and White (ref 79) and

Miller and Miilikan (ref 80). The transition probability

for v+l -~v is then written

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ (3-3) p

where

~~ v Yz(~~erpf y wy iexp(2/ ~~w,,v)

~~~~~
= 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(/-2~tv)~~k/
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and 0 is the SSH group of molecular constants (ref 22),

while P0 is obtained from the experimental vibrational

relaxation times.

We have similarly utilized the Keck and Carrier form

(ref 28) of the SSH theory for the V—V probabilities result-

ing from short range forces and augmented this with a term

resulting from the long range force contribution following

Sharma and Brau (ref 81) where appropriate. The resulting

probability expression for v+l -b- v and w -.- w+l is

r ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~ L~~,,v #,
~vJ ~~PL £ J (3-4)

where the short and long range contribution are designated

by S and L. The short range contribution is functionally

similar to the SSH V—T model while the long range terms are

complex and are matched by a simple algebraic form . The

details of both terms are given by Herzfeld and Litovitz

(ref 22), Sharma (ref 81), and Fisher (ref 82).

The electron impact collis ion rates are utilized only

in the non—equilibrium portion of the present work and are

obtained from a steady state solution of the collisional

Boltzmann equation for the electron energy distribution.

We will discuss this treatment in Chapter VI and for the

moment merely include the effective electron impact rates

in the development of the Master Equation for completeness.
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Master Equation Formalism

Having discussed the physical system and the rates,

let us proceed to write the rate equations for the instan—

taneous population of the vth vibrational state,

Re ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (v;,~~ 
,L

-
~~
. ~~~~ Jy

~
#
~
Sj/V

~k /4)
~~~ (3—5)W.V

,4’a/ ~~~~

,%,o~ * iA ~

Here the f i rs t  term accounts for electron impact collisions

and the last five terms account for heavy particle colli-

sions with

= electron number density - 
‘

= electron excitation rate from vibrational -~~

Yk state v to k

144’
Z - = V~g ~

r
+
a
k
n
~

fer rate for v+l + v

fr7 ,,,C/s. ZI’17~~~,, 
= V-T transfer rate for v+l+v

- = V-T transfer rate for v -’- v+l

_-



4 (¼ec) = dissociation rate out of level v

/)ç(Cm J = vibrational population of level v

r (cm~~ec) = recombination rate into level v

A (c/n3) = atom number density

For rare gas mixtures , the VT rates are summed over all

species M5. In addition , it should be pointed out that

microscopic reversibility or detailed balance requires

that

= VTh~~ 
~~~
, exp (,(~~ ~~~~~~~ 

. 

-

V~~
’= VVV.~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

where X
C ~~~~ EQ:

~~
cA

~ 
) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~tr&e~ 1~ tet.~, 
2

is the specific vibrational equilibrium constant and with

the g ’s representing the electronic degeneracy and the 0’s

the single particle partition functions. It should be

noted that

rn~i~ ~
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For further computations and manipulations it is help-

ful  to introduce the following “1~mtped” form of the Master

Equation

1 , 
= 

~ ~~~~~ ‘% ~~jvi, ‘y~,,v..i)

( 3—6 )
-d~N~~ ç - ~1e

where = electronic pumping term for level v

y~t1

= 

~~ 
w ’ 1/4 -

= vrs ÷ �: ~~~~MV ~~
/ b’I,V V-I,V h~ ‘ 

-,
Analytical solutions of these (v *+1) coupled non-

linear rate equations for an anharmonic oscillator have

not been obtained . However, if we consider a highly

diluted gas mixture , and consequently obtain a linear set ,

the formal solution is well known , in terms of a series of - 
-

exponentials in the eigenvaiues (ref 83). Numerical pro-

cedures could be utilized to determine the roots of the

(v*+l)th order polynomial. Rather than taking this

approach, we will attach the general problem with a numeri-

cal integration of the rate equations.
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Numerical Method

Given an initial state population distribution and a

set of suitably defined rates , we wish to perform a time-

dependent integration of the rate equations. Since the

relaxation rate is governed by the transition probabili ties ,

V-V and V-T, which range over many orders of magnitude, the

resulting time constants for the coupled set differ sub-

stantially in magnitude. Simply stated the system of equa-

tions is stiff.

Gear (ref 84) has summarized the general philosophy of

st iffness.  Let us here discuss s t i f fness  in the context of

vibrational relaxation. Vibrational relaxation kinetics

include fast and slow reactions. The decay times T can be
related to the eigenvalues i of the Ma~ter Equation Jacobian .

The fast reactions control numerical stability and step

size , while the slc~w reactions determine the truncation

error. In this study the “multistep implici t stiffly

stable scheme” proposed by Gear (ref 85) was utilized .

The Gear scheme utilizes a predictor—corrector technique to

perform the s t i f f  integration. The predicting technique ,

that insures stiff stability, is coupled to a correcting

scheme that utilizes the Jacobian to accomplish time step

adjustment. The “Gear package” is an extremely user

oriented , flexible code , and eff iciently handles the inte—

gration of the Master Equation.
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Steady State Solutions
of the Master Equation -

A complete time dependent solution of the Master

Equation is complex and computationally , fairly time con-

suming. In addition , a direct integration while providing

results,-of ten fails to provide the insight that can be

obtained from an analytic approach. For this reason , we

will also investigate steady state solutions to the coupled

rate equations.

Any steady state analysis is based on differences in

characteristic times. The relevant times here are those of

vibrc~tional relaxation and dissociation. If the processes

of vibrational relaxation and dissociation are separable

with the rate of vibrational relaxation being greater than

the rate of dissociation, a quasi-steady state may be

assumed to exist in the vibrational populations. A more

general existence of this steady state has been documented

(refs 64 , 86, 87) and numerous analyses based on the assump-

tion have evolved (refs 48, 49 , 63, 64 , 69).

We shall assume, and later numerically validate, the

ex~stence of a steady state in the following development of

the vibrational distribution and dissociation rate. The

steady state form to be derived will then be applied to

the situation of thermal dissociation and the highly non-

equilibrium situations obtained under electric discharge

or optical pumping conditions. Let us proceed by writing

the generalized rate equations, where we will omit
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recombination terms since we are far from equilibrium . It

will be assumed that the steady state achieved is charac-

terized by the vibrational jistribution assuming a self-

similar form, that is

- ~ c.pst~,t (3- 7)

From (3—6)

‘~~
= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~= # ! O ~~~~/ L / ~~~O~~~~~~~~/~~~~~~ /

m

= - ~ (4 ~ ~~~~~ 
I ~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(3-8)

Defining G ~t f ‘~ ÷ ~“J -

I ~ao

- -

~~~

- -

~ 

- 

— 

- - -  ___________
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and substituting in (3-8) yields

9 = ‘~# / 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

N
1,,1~, (3-10)

and 
— ~‘;-~~ “~1 I  ,~. ~~/-/ (3—11)

/

in view of (3—7)  f-I (3—12)

-/- _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~~~!Q ‘1•~i
•— /

upon noting G=O , we obtain
J

/1 . . - (3—13)
1’ /~~~~

/
4I/ /I’

~
t.’,/

Explicitly relating the V—V and V-T rates to the p ’s p

after invoking detailed balance we obtain the simplified

identification

e ~~~~~~~~~~ e’~” (3-14)

/4,jt/ -

where B (Ew~ Ew.. 1)
~

— 
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Equation (3-13) is an extremely simple steady state solu-

tion and will provide insight as to limiting forms of the

vibrational distribution and the sensitivity and extent of

vibrational depletion . For a specified set of V-V and V-T

rates , and any distribution of d issociation rates we can

use the steady state form of (3-13) to calculate both the

vibrational distribution and the steady state dissociation

rate. In addition, it is a stable representation of the

distributions amenable to rapid solution using iterative

techniques. These results will be presented in Chapter V.

Here , let us first establish the various limiting

forms for the distribution. With no dissociation or pump-

ing, G
)
=0. Then N~=N~ 1e

6j; the distribution is Boltzmann

as anticipated . The Treanor distribution (ref 29)

or !~t-= ~~~~ (Ød~~)  (3-15) 
- 

I

/ 
-

- -

-

where • is the vibrational temperature parameter, must

also be obtained when only V-V terms are retained. Sub-

stituting into (3-13) we obtain

rI-4W
N. 

- ,
~~~~ ~~~ ~~ e w}

_
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which reduces to

w.I,w

= e’
~ 

~~~ ~~~~~ tV~e wJ 
=

~ 1
-vç.~:”

iv
~ e~~ 

~~
0’

~
}

Thus again a consistent form is yielded.

Next let ’s look at a situation typical of many shock

tube experiments where a diatomic gas is highly diluted

in an inert gas. Under these circumstances we may neglect

the V-V and c terms and obtain from (3-13)

1/ = + 
f  (~~~7M] d” 

(3-16)

From (3-16) we observe that the dissociation process causes

the vibrational populations to deviate from the equilibrium

distribution. This deviation results in a reduction in the

dissociation rate below the value that would be obtained if

no deviation occurred. The extent and character of this

departure from equilibrium is dictated by the behavior of

the summation term in (4 -8 ) .  This term is controlled by

the transfer rate , V-T , and the magnitude and bias of the

dissociation rates , d
~~
. Note that for the special case ,

where d~ is a constanL , there is no depletion. For the

V—T rates and all biases considered in this study, -
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dissociation monotonically decreases the population of the

vibrational states below their equilibrium value.

Let us now deve lop an alternate steady state solution,

based on the analysis of Nikitin (ref 50). This solution

yields an analytic form for the dissociation rate and does

not require iteration . However, no information regarding

the vibrational distribution is obtained. Consider a

diatomic gas diluted in an inert gas such as argon, with

dissociation proceeding on ly from the last bound level to

an unbound pseudo-level. From (3-5), upon neglecting V-V

terms, we obtain

i
~~
= ,‘>~, w - ~’ (w- .~ j ,7~ ’ 

(3- 17)

with

= fr’ç~, - e b’~~ -

Writing out this first few rate equations explicitly we

obtain -

N.- 0z-~%.(.~~z) 
-

fj
;I;= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
,~~~x 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
= Z [4~

, e k//4~, - (1~~t~~’,4t .4N)i~ #
for k~ 0 ,l ,. . .v* and with -

and (3-18)

I
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As mentioned earlier , the general solution can be repre—

sented* in terms of the eigenvalues, Um~ of the resulting

matrix B - t

resulting in a general solution of the form

/~4 (e)=r Z4ç,2~,, exp~i~,t) (3 l9)

where the eigenvalues are ordered in increasing order of

Within the framework of the standard ladder model, dis-

sociation will proceed from the last bound level to an

unbound pseudo-level, with a rate given by P~*+i~~*e~~v*+l

P~,e~~v*+l. If P~,,=0 which implies no dissociation , the

matrix B yields the eigenvalues, ~~~~‘ corresponding to the

thermal relaxation of the system with ~i~ ’ 0. If P1,,~0, all

values of will be displayed in the same direction rela-

tive to j~~~. Therefore when dissociation is present.

If ~ < p1, the distribution will reach a pseudo-steady-state
and exponentially decay, reflecting the thermal dissociation

*provided B is non-defective , which we assume.
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or decomposition of the molecule. Assuming that this

inequality holds , the smallest eigenvalue, 
~~~~‘ 

correspond-

ing to the dissociation constant, can be found by expanding

the determinant in the power series of p while retaining

only first order terms. For a two level system the rate

equations are:

ZiN~~~~~~~ o] ~~~~
Zt/o

(3—20)

4

where

The determinant is given by,

R~~~~~~~~~~-i~~~)

I 1= 0 (3—21 )  - -

L ~~ 
- 

~~~~ ft~fl
where o~~~ ’r ex~ (-fl1~~ L,~,J)

Setting the determinant equal to zero , we obtain

Thus,2~ ~~~~~~~ R.~ / ÷ / ~ 1
1

I L~°~~’ ~~~~~~~~~ ~ 4~J (3:22)
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Similarly for a three level system,

/ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

? -
~~~~~~~~

E (~~a~ c �~~ .~~~~~~ .~,J ~ 
L.c’t .~J ~~~~~~

Since cx
fl

czf l_ l . . . c zfl_ k = exp [_B (E
n
_En_ k_l)) this form can

be simplified to yield ,

,e~~~ -j [e “u ~÷ e ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~# e fl (~

~. / r~
(6-

~
) (~)7 e~~

d
~
2

~
4
~
)

~7 -“ -e (3 24)

= 

~_ tj $ ’ [Z~”~
]]

We can now generalize to a system with (v*+l) levels to

obtain ,

~~~~ ff~”~ [t’
e
~”]} ~~ (3-25)

This differs from the form obtained by Nikitin (ref 50).

He obtains

,~~~

‘ 

~~~~ 

(3-26)
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Equation (3-25) is a general form which will be

utilized later in a steady-state analysis. As pointed out

earlier , in contrast to (3—13), it yields no information

on the vibrational distribution and is limi ted to the case

where dissociation occurs only from the last bound state.

However , for a given set of V—T rates and a specified dis-

sociation rate, it does provide the dissociation constant

and does not require iteration. For the moment , in order

to attempt to establish an upper bound on the dissociation

constant and examine depletion effects, we will assume all

This ca~t later be refined by replacing the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

by effective average, ~~~~~~ Let us now assume

that terms with large i dominate the summation due to the

term exp (BE.). Then the summation over s rapidly

approaches the standard vibrational partition function and

can be removed from the summation. Thus

V
.
”,~c e~~’~~ ~~~ [e’~vi~c~iJ 

(3-27)

‘—I

Recalling that for a Morse potential with

‘c’~~~

and Q’ ~~~~ ~$7~T
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can be represented as (Ref 61),

= - I - ] (3-28)

with the highest bound level, v*, given - by

y
~~ d-~~~-/ (3-29)

with 6 a positive number less than 1. Defining the qth

vibrational level below v~ and relating it to i, we obtain

or

then - 1~~? (r~Y ~~ 
— (3-30)

Substituting in (3—27) we obtain 
- 

-

(3-31)

7~ 0

Where upon approximating the summation by an integral we

obtain

__________ 
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Q
~& 

e ~ r ~~ 7’/z = 

Q4 r,,v*47- 7~Lz,o’*o~iJ w • L 2~~w J

= Z ?~w e~~~~ -

Q~o. ~ z~ ~rJ”
So that

4�
d Q~,6(z 7D0 kTJ”~ 

— 

(3-32)

At this point we should note that, under the assumption of

P. . =1, the rate of dissociation from the last bound level,1, 1 . L

assuming a Boltzmann distribution for the vibrational levels

-
~~~~ is given by -

— I e (3 33)
v ’6.

Thus we may identi fy  the term , [,TD0kT] ½ /(tw), as a depletion

factor resulting f rom the coupling of vibrational transfer

and dissociation . This term reduces the dissociation rate

below its equilibrium value and introduces a stronger

negative temperature dependence to the rate which results

in a lowering of the activation energy.
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Conclusion

In this chapter , we have developed the formalism,

theory , and numerical approaches required for time-dependent

and steady state solutions of the Master Equation. Recog-

nizing the stiff nature of the set of simultaneous differ-

ential equations , we have selected the Gear (ref 85) inte-

gration technique for their solution. This time-dependent

solution will be used to examine the temporal behavior of

the dissociation process , assess the degree of vibrational-

dissociative coupling, and - validate the subsequent use of

both steady state analyses.
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Chapter IV. Dissociation Models

General

Having established the Master Equation formalism , and

developed the computational approaches to be used in this

study , we are now prepared to address the d issociation pro-

cess itself. Within the framework of the four assumptions

given in Chapter III , Morse oscillator, single quantum

transitions , rotational equilibrium, and distinct vibra-

tional states , we will now present three models of the dis-

sociation reaction. All three - are based upon the ladder

climbing model , the differences lying in how rotational

effects are treated. Through a consistent examination of

these models , we will attempt to resolve the inconsisten-

cies and contradictions that have ariseri .regarding the

vibrational bias of the dissociation reaction, the- role of

rotation, and the source of rate enhancement in pure gases.

Standard Ladder Model -

The first model is designated as the standard ladder

model. It has been used extensively and recently (ref s 65,

88) in time dependent and steady state analyses of dissoci-

ation. Application of this model has yielded inconsistent

results , as was brought out in the review of collisional

theories of dissociation. The model can be understood by

referring to Fig. 4-1 which displays a typical potential
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Fig 4— 1 Standard Ladder Model
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energy diagram using the Morse representation . Super-

imposed is the vibrational energy structure with the states

being identified by the vibrational quantum number v. De

is the potential well depth and D0 the dissociation energy.

During the relaxation process , the molecules are excited to

higher and higher vibrational states and dissociate by

making a transition to the pseudo-level , designated by the

dashed line. Rotational structure is neglected. This

model was used by Montroll and Shuler (ref 56), Dove and

Jones (ref 65), and Kewley (ref 74) for studies of the dis-

sociation of hydrogen diluted in argon and by Wengle (ref

12) for studies of hydrogen and oxygen in an argon heat

bath.

Rotational Structure

As an introduction to the models which include the

effects of rotation, we discuss in this section rotational

energy and structure , and the influence of rotation on the

dissociation process. Fig. 4-2 shows how the potential

energy curves of a diatomic molecule depend on the rota-

tional quantum number J. The Morse potential, Vm ? is now

augmented by the centrifugal potential, V ’ . This term

results in a reduction in the potential-well depth and

shift in the potential minimum to a larger internuclear

separation. A rotational o~ centrifugal barrier arises and

is usually of sufficient height to result in the formation

of one or more quasi—bound states which are metastable with
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respect to the normal dissociation limit for J=0 . These

states can predissociate via a penetration of the barrier ,

but in most cases this is of only secondary importance

(refs 70, 71), due to the width of the barrier. Because of

this barrier , the effective dissociation energy as mea-

sured relative to the v=0, J=0 state is increased as a

result of rotation. The molecular energy levels are also

modified from those given previously in (3-2) and are now

given by (ref 77)

E 
--

~~~~ 

— “~“2.’~r(v~h/z) -
v~ z/ lr6~ ~

(4-1)

While examining rotational effects some interesting

consequences previous ly cited (refs 62, 70, 90, 91) should

be mentioned . Rotational effects will alter the molecular

partition functions and provide new pathways to the dis-

sociating pseudo-state. The graphical rfpresentation in

Fig. 4-3, proposed by Bauer and Widom (ref 62), gives a

schematic representation of these new possible vibrational-

rotational energy transfer processes. At each point in the

plot the total energy is given by the sum of the abscissa ,

(rotation), and ordinate, (vibration) values. The heavy

curve denotes the dissociation limit, and the dashed lines 
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represent constant total energy. Note again that a mole-

cule must accumulate more total energy if it is to dissoci—

ate from a high J state, which would imply a reduction in

the dissociation rate relative to the J=0 state. This

reduction is tempered, on the other hand , by the fact that

the statistical weight of this state is greater, increasing

linearly with J. Energy exchanges are easily represented

on this diagram as vectors. Dissociative transitions

involving changes only in vibrational energy,  A , will be

vertical. Pure rotational transitions , B, will be hori-

zontal , while vibrational-rotational transitions occurring

at constant energy,  C, wi ll be inclined at 45°. Transitions

of the type A and C will be considered in this study , as

they appear to be the most eff ic ient from a required energy

standpoint and can be handled within reasonable computer

storage requirements. An A type transition requires that

the molecule surmount the rotational barrier, while a C - - -
type transition involves the simultaneous reduction in J

and increase in v. The C process is not the same as tunnel-

ing through the rotational barrier. It does have a similar

effect , in that the barrier is lowered below the final

vibrational state and dissociation occurs. The importance

of such collisions, especially for heavy molecules , has

been intuitively-argued (ref s 62, 90) and recent tra jectory

calculations (ref 92) have confirmed their importance. We

will discuss equal energy transitions in greater deal in a

following section.
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Let ’s recap the implications of rotational effects

before proceeding to introduce the two rotational—

vibrational dissociation models. As a result of the vari-

ation of the rotational barrier with J and the variation of

the rotational population with gas temperature, the effec-

tive molecular potential is temperature dependent. In

addition, including rotational structure introduces new

dissociative states and transitions which will be found to

enhance the dissociation process and distribute the reaction

among the vibrational states.

Rotational Models

In this section , two rotational-vibrational models of

the dissociation process will be introduced . Both models

will include the rotational effects discussed in the pre-

vious section, but will d i f fer  with respect to the form of

the assumed vibrational-rotational coupling. The form of

the assumed coupling is directly related to the question

of vibrational bias and consequently vibrational depletion.

By considering these models, in addition to the standard

ladder model , we can evaluate the sensitivity of the dis-

sociation process to the distribution of the dissociation

rates among the vibrational levels. As in the standard

ladder model , dissociation will be assumed to occur upon

making a transition- to an unbound pseudo- level.-

Referring to Fig. 4-2 , we introduce the first rota-

tional model which will be designated the uncoupled model.
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In this model , each J value will represent a distinct

molecular species and vibrational ladder. This model will

be analyzed under the standard ladder model procedures

using a time-dependent , steady-state or analytic approach.

In contrast to the uncoupled model , the second rota-

tional model assumes that rotational states are closely

linked or strongly coupled to a given vibrational state .

This model is called the coupled model and is represented

in Fig. 4-4. Here we plot the J=0 vibrational potential

and superimpose the J=0 vibrational energy level structure.

To the right, the rotational energy level structure , E(v,J)

for v=0 and v=6 is also presented . Under the strongly

coupled assumption , dissociation now proceeds from the

last bound rotational state of every vibrational level.

Dissociating States

The f i rst step in the analysis of collisionally

induced dissociation is the identification of the dissoci-

ating states. These are the last bound or quasi-bound

vibrational states, v*(J), from which a dissociative tran-

sition (to the unbound pseudo—level), takes place. The

states were identified , within the adopted Morse formalism ,

by a numerical calculation of the bound vibrational states
*using (4-1). The standard ladder model omits rotation and

*There exists some uncertainty associated with the
exact specification of the dissociating states. This uncer-
tainty does not critically affect the present analysis, but
is discussed further in Appendix B.
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is analyzed as the J=0 case. The rotational models , how-

ever , consider all values of J for which there exists a

bound or quasi-bound vibrational state.

Figs . 4-5 to 4— 10 show the calculated potential curves

for H 2 ,  N 2 ,  02 1 CO , Br 2 ,  and 12 parameterized in J. The

plots are linear with the ordinate given by the normalized

energy,  E/D0. The abscissa . is the normalized internuclear

separation e The family of curves represent values of

the rotational quantum number , J. The value of J and the

last bound vibrational level v* are presented in the plot

legend . The influence of the centrifugal potential is

striking, resulting in a reduction in the depth of the

potential well and a shif t  in the potential minimum to

higher energies. Of more significance is development of

the rotational barrier, which is of suf ficient height to

form one or more quasi—bound states. These states have

energy greater than the J=0 dissociation energy, D0.

Having identified the dissociating states, it is now

necessary to determine their relative importance based on

their population. In equilibrium the population of a spe-

cific v , 3 state is given by

~T) 

= 
(z J~~ I) exp

Qt0t

where is the total number of molecules and the

total partition function . The population of the last bound
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vibrational state, v*(J), for a given value of 3 will be

given by

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
(2~7~I) exp~~8rófr)) (4 3)

Q~t -

Assuming that

E(V~
r),J) = 4 (/#j(j))

where ~ represents the variation in the rotational barrier
height, then -

N(v~~~ ~i- £~r-”)e~ 
(~~~ e ,~8/.Z~,) - (4 4)

For all gases examined 
- -

a.f 
-

- 
- 

-

where a1 is a constant depending on the gas considered .

Incorporating this dependence into (4—4)  yields

M(y~r),~’) ... 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

( 4 5 )
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which gives the population of the last bound vibrational

state as a function of J and temperature. It should be

noted at this point that N(v*(J), J) is distributed in a

manner similar to the normal rotational distribution

(ref 78)

N(J) ,, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (4-6)

The peak value of the N (v *,J) distribution varies approxi-

mately as (T)½ as does the peak of N(J)of (4-6). Typical

distributions of N (v*,J)/N (v*,J)max are given in Fig.

4—lla ,b and are designated by the circled points with the

scale shown on the right. Superimposed on these curves are

plots of v*(J) as a function of J. One can see from curve

(h a), that the maximum population occurs for 3=260 , with

a corresponding v*=58, while from (lib) , the maximum in

N (v *,J) has shifted down to 3=200 and v*=68. For the

coupled rotational model , it is necessary to obtain the -

ratio of the population in the lowest bound rotational 4,

state, J, for a given vibrational state to the total popula- -

tion in that vibrational state. This ratio is obtained

from 4-3 and is given by

~i(v4?), ~~ ti (vi?), )~~= ( 4—7 )
(2 ~7~/) e~r)o (~flf (~~r))
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This factor is then incorporated into the coupled rota-

tiona l model to determine the weighting of the dissociation

rate d ,  given by

~~, N(v,3,
~~~ (4 8)

“V —

with Rv ,v+l representing the sum of the V-T and V-V - rates

leading to a transition from state v to v+l.  It should be

noted that when rotational structure is neglected this

representation degenerates to the standard ladder model

form with

O~~ ~
‘V,V#/

By introducing rotational structure we have increased

the number of states in molecular structure being considered

and also increased the number of dissociating channels.

Let us now examine if this rotational structure enhances

the possibility of dissociation; and if so, how does the —

enhancement vary with temperature and gas considered . For -

this purpose , we will assume here that all populations have

their equilib rium distribut ion and compare the ratio, n, of

the total dissociating state population to the total popula-

tion. For the standard ladder model the ratio is given

by

____ 

- 
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ex,o (fl([V1*J) 
4

Qv1b

While upon including rotation , we obtain

~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a’))
(4-10)

~~~
V.0 7.0

In Table IV, the values of 
~ladder’ ~rot. 

and

~ ot./~ ladder 
are given for H2, 021 N2, CO, Br 2 and 12 •

(The meaning and implications of 11c~
’fl ladder~ 

also listed

in the table , will  be considered hater . )  Observe that

rotation not only increases the number of dissociation

channe ls, but increases the critical state populations

(i .e . ,  
~rot .”~ ladder is always greater than 1.).  This

suggests a resulting rate enhancement for dissociation.

The ratio, 
~rot.

”
~ladder ’ is typically a factor of five ,

except for H2 where the enhancement is approximately 20.

Of equal importance with the magnitude of the - enhancement,

is the temperature dependence. The ratio 
~

lrot.~
’flladder

decreases with increasing temperature with the power of the

temperature dependence ranging from • = 1.2 in H2 to

• = 0.33 in 121 Br 2,  where • is defined by
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- TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF DISSOCIATING STATES

Gas Temperature 
~1adder ~rot. ~rot.~~~1adder ~c

’
~~1adder

H
2 

5000 1.45—5 2.1—4 14.6 11.7

4000 1.09—6 2.09—5 19.1 18.5

3500 1.68—7 3.85—6 22.6 22.8

3000 1.38—8 3.74—7 27.5 27.6

2500 3.95—10 1.37—8 35.1 36.2

0
2 10000 5.01—4 2.32—3 4.64 6.50

5000 - 2.67—6 1.75—5 6.56 14.10

3000 1.54—9 1.23—8 8.01 25.76

N
2 14000 5.54—5 3.27—4 5.91 9.2

10000 2.87—6 2.02—5 7.03 13.5

8000 1.98—7 1.53—6 7.77 17.4

CO 15000 3.29—5 2.19—4 6.67 9.7

10000 6.61—7 5.55—6 8.40 15.4

8000 3.22—8 3.00—7 9.33 19.9

Br
2 

2000 2.15—6 9.94—6 4.62 12.6

1300 6.67—7 3.19—6 4.78 14.1

1200 1.67-9 9.02—9 5.38 22.1

O 12 2000 1.76— 5 6.86—5 3.9 9.4
1500 1.18—6 5.04—6 4.26 12.8

1250 1.29— 7 5.82 — 7 4.49 15.7
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These resul ts are in good agreement with the analysis of

Pri tchard (ref 72) for all gases except H2. Pritchard used

an exact potential curve for H2, while using a Rydberg-

Klein-Rees form for the other gases. The difference for H2

may reflect an inadequacy of the Morse representation.

Using Pritchard ’s values or the Morse values for t$ and

v*(J) resulted in minor differences in the ultimate dissoci-

ation rate calculated .

The negative temperature dependence of the ratio ,

~rot.”~ 1adder ’ 
suggests that including rotational e f f ects

will  not only increase the dissociation rate , but also lower

the activation energy. Recall from Chapter I, that the

observed activation energy is less than the dissociation

energy. The dissociation coefficient, assuming an equi li-

brium vibrationa l distribution and gas kinetic losses out

of the critical dissociating states , CDS , is given by

= Z (# 
~~

For the standard ladder model ,

###= 
Zex~ CflE ~) 

- (4-1 1)d

~~ - 
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While for rotation ,

4 ~/ ~~
4i (4- 12)

~~~ /jdde’~

with b1 being a constant . Thus rotation enhances dissocia-

tion and would appear to yield “m ’s” , as given in (1-4)

and shown in Table I, less than those obtained in the

standard ladder model, where mrot mladder~~
. While this

is promising, we must postpone final judgement, since up

to this point we have not allowed for the non-equilibrium

effect of vibrational depletion . The influence of vibra-

tional bias and vibrational depletion will be addressed in

the next chapter.

An Alternate Path to Dissociation

As initially suggested by Bauer and Tsang (ref 6 2 ) ,

revived by Pritchard (refs 70, 71, 72), and confirmed by

recent trajectory calculations (ref 92), there is an

alternate path for collisional dissociation . This path is

an equa l energy transition involving a quasi-bound vibra-

tional rotational , V—R , level and was identified earlier as

process C in Fig. 4-3. While addressing- this process

and its possible influence on the dissociation rate, let’s

classify the various V-R levels and identify the pathways

to a dissociating state.
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Fig. 4-12 portrays a typical set of effective poten-

tials for a diatomic molecule. Fig. 4—12a represents the

ground rotational state potential and shows a transition of

the A type, Fig 4-3, from a bound vibrational state to an

unbound pseudo-level. This is the typical transition util-

ized in the majority of ladder climbing models. Fig. 4-12b

illustrates the change in the effective potential due to

rotational effects for various rotational quantum numbers.

In this picture , the A type transition can be identified

again as a collisional excitation to an unbound pseudo—

level where the molecule “cliiths over” the rotational bar-

rier. In this case, however, the excitation proceeds from

a quasi-bound state. In addition, the molecule can now

penetrate the rotational barrier, process P, through tunnel-

ing (predissociation), but this has been established (ref s

70-71) to have a low probability due to the extent of the

barrier. There is yet another path to the dissociating

states, identified by process C (see Figs. 4-l2b and 4-3).

In this process the molecule does not surmount the rota-

tional barrier nor does it tunnel through it. Process C

is an equal energy transition from a quasi-bound (v’, 3’)

state to an unbound (v, 3) pseudo-level of near equal

energy, where v ’ < v and 3’ > 3. It illustrates the mech-

anism whereby a molecule trapped in the quasi-bound state,

undergoes a collision which removes some angular momentum

and simultaneously increases its state of vibrational

excitation. If this process is very efficient, it will
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proceed in a cascaded fashion to successively reduce the

rotational barrier height ultimately leading to the effec-

tive disappearance of the barrier as depicted in Fig.

4—12c. An upper limit to the dissociation rate when this

mechanism is effective can be obtained by now redefining

the critical state as the last bound vibrational rotational

state. This is in contrast with our previous designation ,

when discussing the A type mechanism , of the critical state

being the last quasi-bound vibrational rotational state.

Thus equal energy transitions essentially remove the rota-

tional barrier and lead to a new distribution of critical

dissociating states, CDS.

Let’s examine and contrast the distribution of CDS

under conditions when mechanism A or mechanism C are in

effect. Fig. 4-13a presents the A type, “over the top,”

8 picture for a quasi-bound state. The distribution of CDS’s

is given by equation (4-3, 4—4) and displayed in Fig. 4-13b.

The distribution is depressed at large values of J due to

the dominance of the rotational barrier and departs from

its initial linear behavior in 3. Should equal energy

transitions be highly effective, we obtain the C type

picture presented in Fig. 4-14. The effective potential

for a given value of 3 is presented in Fig. 4-l4a,b with

the unbound pseudo-level given by a wavy line, the quasi-

bound states by the dashed lines, and the bound states by

solid lines. Fig. 4-14a gives the effective potential and

vibrational states for an intermediate value of J, and
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identifies level v* as the critical dissociation state from

which collisional energization must proceed. As J increases

v* will range from V
~ax~ 

given by 3=0 down to v*=0 for

~~~~~~~ 
3~ represents the largest value of 3 for which the

v=0 state is bound. For very large values of j ,

Fig. llb , no bound states exist. In the equal energy trans-

ition picture of type C, the distribution of CDS’s is given

approximately by equation (4-4) with &=0. The calculated

distribution is displayed in Fig. 4-l4c. Note that the C

distribution is modified from that of the A picture, and

exhibits an enhanced population in CDS’s especially at large

3 values. This reflects the effective lowering of the

potential barrier achieved through the equal energy transi-

tion.

Table IV presents the ratio of 
~c”~ 1adder 

where

= 
~~~(2~~~/)exp (fl4E(v,)~~

Zvge 7aQ

and J is the maximum value of 3 for a given v that results

in a bound vibrational state. Observe that ‘
~c~~1adder >

~rot.
1’h1ladder or that the critical state population is

enhanced in the C picture over that obtained in the A

picture and hence over the standard ladder model. The

ratio maintains the negative temperature dependence
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previously cited for the A process, and indeed even

exhibits a stronger temperature dependence.

The effects of changes in the CDS distribution and its

temperature dependence will be evaluated in the next

chapter where detailed results including the non-equilibrium

effects of vibrational depletion will  be presented and con-

trasted for the three dissociation models

1. standard ladder

2. coupled rotation

3. uncoupled rotation

which we have developed here.
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Chapter V. Calculated Dissociation and
Recombination Rates

General

Having established the Master Equation formalism and

deve loped the kinetic models of dissociation , we now pre-

sent the results obtained for the dissociation and recom-

bination rate coefficients. We begin with an examination

of the temporal evolution of the dissociation process and

the behavior of the incubation times. Following the time-

dependent results , dissociation rates in diluted mixtures

are presented. Next, rate enhancement in pure gases will

be addressed by considering the aspects of changes in col-

lisional efficiency due to mass variation and V-V enhance-

ment. Finally , the calculated recombinatibn coefficients

will be presented and compared with experiment.

Matrix of Computational Capabilities

As pointed out in Chapter III, the dissociation pro-

cess, one of the simplest of all collisionally induced gas

phase reactions , is nevertheless very complex. While a

detailed time dependent solution of the full set of kinetic

equations for each electronic , and vibrational-rotational

state is possible in principle, it represents an undesir-

able approach due to the large number of equations involved

and the lack of detailed exchange rate data for each of the

states. In this study , therefore , we will parameterize the
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the dissociation process over a wide range of temperatures

and gases using the three simplified models of dissociation

that were introduced in Chapter IV:

1. Standard Ladder Model

2. Coupled Model

3. Uncoupled Model

These models are established to permit an evaluation of

the influence of rotational effects and complex collision

phenomena on the dissociation process and represent differ-

ent limiting cases, or approximations to the fully coupled

problem. By examining the rates calculated under the vari-

ous models , we may establish a model of dissociation that

includes all essential elements. This model should provide

reasonably accurate values for dissociation and recombina—

tion coefficients, exhibit an acceptable temperature depen-

dence , and permit an evaluation of rate enhancement effects

in pure gases.

Within the framework of the three dissociation models,

the following capabilities were established and are sche-

matically presented in Table V-i. A time-dependent capabil-

ity represents the time-dependent integration of the coupled

rate equations utilizing the Gear (ref 85) integration

scheme for stiff systems of equations. The steady-state

solutions utilize equation (3-3) for the ladder and coupled

models , and a rotational average of equation (3-25) for the

ladder* and uncoupled model. The “Dilute” column refers to

*No rotational average is needed for the ladder model.
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calculations of the dissociation rate for cases in which

the diatomic gas is diluted in a monatomic gas such as

argon. This is an interesting case to consider, not only

because extensive experimental data exist for these cir-

cunistances , but because the collisional processes are

especially simplified . Under these conditions the energy

transfer process and collisional activation are dominated

by V—T exchanges with the buffer gas, and complex exchanges

can be neglected . In contrast, the “Pure” column refers

to calculations in pure diatomic, (undiluted), gases.

Under these circumstances , in addition to the change from

the dilute case in the colliding masses for V-T exchanges,

the influence of complex collisions, V-V , must be included

and analyzed. The designation “A ” or “C” refers to the

critical dissociation states considered, “A” referring to

the “over the top ,” ott, model , while “C” designating the

pseudo-barrier penetration resulting from equal energy

vibrational-rotational-translation , V—R-T, transitions. It

should be noted that no detailed time-dependent solutions

for the uncoupled model were performed because it would

involve the solution for the full set of vibrational-

rotational states, (over 300 for and 50,000 for 12).

The uncoupled model was not analyzed for the pure case,

due to the linear form assumed in the development of (4-il)

Complex exchanges could have been included in this develop-

ment and the resulting equations linearized , but this

was not considered necessary due to the agreement obtained
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between the coupled and uncoupled models fox the “dilute ”

cases.

Utilizing this matrix of calculational capabili ties ,

we have analyzed the dissociation process in H2, 02~ N2,
CO , Bra, 12 considering dilute and pure gases. Let’s dis-

cuss these results by reviewing the time dependent evolu-

tion of the vibrational distribution and the dissociation

rate. Within this discussion , we will demonstrate the

existence of a quasi—steady—state , justifying the applica-

tion of a steady-state analysis. Then the incubation times

of the dissociation reaction will be examined.

Time Dependent Results

We wish to examine the shock heating of a diatomic gas

and the resulting thermal relaxation and dissociation .~

This heating is modeled as an instantaneous rise in the

translational and rotational temperatures occurring as the

shock passes , followed by a period of vibrational excita-

tion and relaxation. During this relaxation period , the

vibrational manifold is populated by heavy particle colli-

sions and rapidly attains a quasi-steady-state. The

vibrational “relaxation” is calculated through a numerical

integration of the coupled vibrational rate equations

using the SSH (ref 20) exchange rates as modified by Keck

and Carrier (ref 43) and fitted to the data of Millikan

and White (ref 5) and of Hancock and Smith (ref 33). The

purpose of the time-dependent solution is to establish the
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existence of a quasi—steady-state vibrational distribution ,

to calculate the associated incubation time, and to be able

to verify any subsequent steady-state calculations .

Before considering the details of the relaxation pro-

cess in terms of the vibrational populations , let us examine

for illustrative purposes the typical time profiles of the

molecular and atomic densities as given in Fig. 5-1, where

we have adopted this data from the calculations of Fisher

(ref 86) and Bauer and Hilden (ref 87). The solid lines

represent the molecular and atomic densities. Superimposed

on the plot is the unidirectional flux coefficient,

where :

v”o

~~ tvç (t)

Note that the dissociation process can be divided into three

characteristic time regimes: (1) the vibrational relaxa-

tion regime in which the molecule is “heated” through col-

lisional energy exchanges and where insignificant dissocia-

tion occurs, (2) the quasi-steady state regime (Q.S.S.)

where the state populations have obtained a quasi-steady

balance between collisional activation and dissociation,

and where recombination is negligible, and (3) the chemical

equilibrium regime where atomic and molecular concentrations
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have achieved their equilibrium values and state popula-

tions are Boltzmann. The characteristic times associated

with the f i r st two regimes are the vibrational relaxation

time and the incubation time. The vibrational relaxation

time is defined by

_ _ _ _  

-~çt(
~))

alt

in which Et0t(t) is total vibrational energy and EEQ is

the equilibrium value of this energy . The incubation time,

is defined as the onset time for Q.S.S. dissociation.

Observe that the phenomenalogical rate equation

S 
= - 4[MJb42J

applies in the region from t=T inc to t=l0~
4 seconds and

that a steady-state analysis is justified under these cir-

cumstances. Also note that the chemical equilibrium value

of the dissociation flux is significantly larger than the

Q.S.S. value, reflecting the influence of deplet~.on on the

Q.S.S and the increased atomic dissociation efficiency.

Let us consider Regimes I and II and examine the

relaxation process and ensuing quasi—steady state. At

time~O, the translational and rotational modes assume a

high temperature, (T~4000°K , in this example).
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Subsequently, the vibrational states are populated via

V-T collisions and relax toward a distribution compatible

with this temperature and consistent with the dissociation

losses. A quasi—steady—state is then established.* Dur-

ing the period of time, indicated as starting rincubation,

quasi-steady-state dissociation takes place. The vibra-

tional distribution maintains a self—similar form as the

vibrational.populations decay exponentially with the same

time constant. This is the time interval over which most

experimental observations are made and from which dissocia-

tion rates are inferred . During this time period , the

molecular and atomic densities are far from their equili-

brium concentration values and the recombination process

does not have a significant effect on the vibrational dis-

tribution or atom density . As dissociation proceeds, the

molecular density decreases and the atom density increases

to the point where it is comparable with the molecular

density. Near this point a departure from the quasi—

steady-state , Q.S.S., occurs. The reasons for this depar-

ture are twofold. First, as discussed earlier , during the

Q.S.S., energy losses due to dissociation modify the vibra-

tional distribution and vibrational depletion results.

This modification of the vibrational distribution is

*At very high temperatures, the relaxation and dissoci-
ation coupling may be so strong that the separation of the
relaxation and dissociation regimes may be invalid.
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manifested in the reduction in the occupation of the high

lying vibrational states below their equilibrium values

and a consequent reduction in the dissociation rate. As

recombination begins to become important, the net loss from

the vibrational manifold decreases, ultimately reaching

zero when true chemical equilibrium is established. There-

fore , recombination reduces depletion and the unidirec-

tional dissociation rate is enhanced as recombination

becomes important. Hence the approach to equilibrium is

accelerated by the recombination process.

The second reason for the departure from the Q.S.S.

is related to the dissociation efficiency of atoms. The

product atoms are very efficient collision partners with

respect to the parent molecule , with 0 atOms being almost

an order of magnitude more efficient than °2 or Ar (ref

93). When significant atom concentrations are achieved ,

- they will accelerate the approach to chemical equilibrium

by increasing the dissociation flux and consequently the

atomic density in a typical “chain reaction” type process.

This aspect of the reaction has not been modeled in our

calculations.

With the background provided by reviewing the molecu-

lar and atomic profile data of Fig. 5—1 , we can now present

selected results of our time dependent calculations in

Figs. 5—2 and 5-3. These results reveal the details of

the vibrational relaxation occurring in regime I, and

quantify the concepts of Q.S.S. and vibrational depletion

L 101
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encountered in regime II. In Fig. 5—2 , a semi-log plot

of normalized vibrational population as a function of

normalized vibrational energy is presented for selected

times in the relaxation process. In this representation

a Boltzmann distribution would appear as a straight line.

The vibrational distribution is given by a Boltzmann dis-

tribution at 300°K at time t=Q. The distribution evolves

through a series of pseudo-Boltzmarin distributions and

achieves a Q.S.S. distribution for t>O.,l iisec. These

results are consistent with those of Montroil and Schuler

(ref 55) and Kewley (ref 74). It should be noted that the

relaxation accelerates upon achieving a significant popula-

tion in the excited vibrational states reflecting the rate

scaling of the V-T rates and the effect of molecular

anharmonicity. The Q.S.S distribution is approximated

well by a Boltzmann distribution at the gas temperature

for E <0.7 D0, however , a significant departure is

observed for E > 0.7 D0. This departure from a Boltzmann

distribution is caused by the vibrational-dissociative

coupling. A vibrationally depleted Q.S.S. distribution is

thus established. As a result of vibrational depletion , 8

- the di ssociation rate is depressed below that value that

would be obtained if the distribution were undepleted with

the rate typically reduced by a factor of 10-20. Fig. 5-3

shows the results of similar calculation for H2.
Thus from Figs. 5-2 and 5-3 we have established that

the vibrational distribution rapidly attains a quasi-steady-
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state and that a steady-state analysis is reasonable and r

justified. In addition , we have illustrated that the

vibrational—dissociative coupling results in a vibration

depletion and a significant rate reduction .

Let us now direct our attention to the calculation

of incubation times. Recall from Fig. 5-1, that the incu—

bation time is the lag time associated with the onset of

quasi—steady-state dissociation . Fig. 5—4 presents the

unidirectiona l dissociation f lux results of the time depen-

dent calculations of 02—Ar mixtures at densities of

(ArJ Z.~ 7x 10m

and at the temperatures noted. Observe that the incubation

time decreases monotonically with temperature in contrast

to the dissociation flux which is increasing with tempera- p

ture. The dashed curve, D ’ , illustrates the incubation

profile for pure 02~ and reveals a reduction in the incu-

bation time resulting from V—V exchanges in addition to

the~ increased V—T exchange rates for 02~ 02 collisions.

Recombination has not been included in our calculation ,

so that the transition to Regime III will not be observed.

A comparison of the calculated incubation times with the

experimental data of Watt (ref 94) and Wray (ref 95) is

presented in Fig. 5-5 where the results have been normalized
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to an argon density of 1.28 x 1017cm 3. Good agreement is

obtained from 3000°K to lO,000°K however at temperatures

in excess of lO ,000eK the calculated incubation times were

too long. This disparity may be attributed to the

increased importance of multiple—quantum transitions at

high temperatures. Wengle (ref 12) established what may

be considered an upper bound to the influence of multiple

quantum transit ions on the dissoc iation reaction. He

assumed the applicability of the impuls ive form for the

transition rates and included V—P ~changes of all orders.

Within these assumptions , he predicted a reduction in the

induction or incubation time. His calculated induction

times are shown in Fig. 5-5 for comparison. Multiple

quantum transitions were not included in this analysis

since insuffic ient rate and scaling data are available for

a realistic attempt to be made.

Before we move on to calculations of the Q.S.S. dis-

sociation rate , it is worth noting that in this analysis

of the incubation times, both the standard ladder model

and the coupled rotational model yielded essentially identi-

cal incubation times. This result is disappointing from

the standpoint of selecting the “correct” dissociation

model based on observed incubation times. However, this

result can be explained by noting that, for the models and

biases considered, the relaxation process, rather than the

dissociation rates or their distribution , controls the

incubation times. This conclusion is consistent with the

1.08 
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results obtained in this study , where identical V-V and

V-T rates were used in both model calculations, and is

also supported by Wengle’s (ref 12) results.

Dissociation of Diatomics Diluted
in an Argon Heat Bath

Most of the dissociation data from shock tube experi-

ments has been obtained for various diatomic species highly

diluted in argon. This is an extremely ~simple physical

situation from a collisional analysis viewpoin t, in that

collisional exchanges are limited to V-T exchanges with

the argon buffer. It therefore offers a test of any colli-

sional theory of dissociation. In this section, we present

the predicted dissociation rate coefficients for the dilute

case based on the calculational matrix in Table V—l .

Time dependent solutions for the ladder model (A), and

coupled model (A/C) showed agreement within 0.1% with the

steady-state analysis, based on equation (3-13), for all

gases and for the entire range of temperatures presented

in this study. Since this agreement was within the conver-

gence criteria established for the iterative solution , it

serves as a validation of these calculations. A comparison

of time dependent results with the steady-state analysis

of equation (3-25) also yielded acceptable agreement with

the maximum deviation being less than 2%. In addition to

this cross-validation of codes, each calculation was

checked for the following limiting cases.
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1. No dissociation

2. d =const.

For both of these cases , the required Boltzmann distribu-

tion was obtained.

Having documented the calculations , let us compare

the dissociation coefficient calculated under the three

different n~odels,

1. standard ladder,

2. coupled , and

3. uncoupled ,

to experimental data for mixtures of a diatomic gas highly

diluted in argon. From this comparison , we will  establish

three significant points:

1. The standard ladder model is inadequate, yielding

dissociation coefficients that are much too low.

2. Models including the influence of rotation pre-

d ict larger dissociation coefficients than the standard

model and these coefficients are in substantial agreement

with experimental data.

3. Equal energy, V-R-T, transitions lead to an

increase in the dissociation rates; this increase is

especially marked in Br2 and 12 and yields improved agree-

ment with experimental data.

For all gas mixtures considered here, the argon number

density was 2.67 x l0~
9cni 3 while the *liatcmic density was

2.67 x 1016 or lower. Under these conditions, V-I,
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processes dominate the V-V processes for all temperatures

and diatomic gases considered .

Hydrogen. Hydrogen has been studied extensively both

experimentally and theoretically . Sufficient experimental

data is available to establish the dissociation coefficient

to within a f actor of two. A comparison of experimental

(ref 96) and theoretical values is presented in Fig. 5-6

where the logar ithm of the d issociation coefficien t is

plotted against the gas temperature. The theory is shown

in solid lines, experiment in dashed . (This convention

will be utilized throughout the entire data comparison.)

All calculated va lues fa l l  below the experimen tal data ,

but exhibit an acceptable temperature dependence. The

ladder model is a factor of 6 low. All rotational models

1. coupled , equal energy transition , CC;

2. coupled , “over the top,” CA;

3. uncoupled , equal energy transition, UC; and

4. uncoupled, “over the top, ” UA

yield essentially identical results and are represented by

the curve marked “ROT.” Rotation enhances the dissocia-

tion coefficient in hydrogen by a factor of 3. This factor

is much less than that anticipated from our equilibrium

analysis, and reflects the fact that the vibrational trans-

fer rates are not large enough to support the full rota-

tion enhancement and therefore are rate controlling.
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This “bottle-necking” effect and consequent depletion has

been pointed out by Pritchard (ref 57).

Oxygen and Nitrogen. The dissociation of oxygen and

nitrogen has received much attention, primar ily in order to

elucidate the chemical behavior of air at high temperatures.

The theoretical results for oxygen are compared with experi-

ment in Figs. 5-7 and 5-8. Fig. 5-7 parallels the format

and trends noted in Fig. 5-6 for hydrogen. Including

rotation increases the dissociation coefficient once

again. For oxygen, we are now able to observe slight dif-

ferences among the rotational models. These differences

will become more pronounced in N2, CO , Br2, 12, but the

general ordering will remain the same. In Fig. 5-7,

CC > CA >UC>UA . We will see that in general CC > CA and

UC > UA. This is consistent with our equilibrium analysis

of CDS and reflects the fact that equal energy transitions

provide an easier path for the dissociation process. The

coupled curves , CC and CA , are higher than the uncoupled ,

UC and UA, due to the more uniform distribution of the

dissociation rates with respect to the vibrational levels

in the coupled model. Stated simply , the vibrational bias

in the coupled model is less than that in the uncoupled

model. This lower vibrational bias reduces the vibrational

depletion and leads to a Larger dissociation rate. Fig.

5-8 is an Arrhenius plot over a wider temperature range,

where the logarithm of the dissociation coefficient is
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plotted as a function T~~ . An additional temperature scale

is provided at the top to facilitate the conversion. The

rotational model results are bounded by the CC and UA

curves and show good agreement with experiment over this

wide range of temperatures. Similar results are achieved

for nitrogen , Fig. 5-9. -

Bromine and Iodine. The dissociation of bromine has

been studied by Pa lmer and Hornig (ref 102) where they

employed a spectrophotometric measurement method. Strong

(ref 103) performed flash photolysis experiments at 300°

to 430°K to obtain recombination coefficient data which can

be converted via the equilibrium constant to equivalent dis-

sociation rates. A comparison of the theory with these 
-

experimental data is given in Fig. 5-10. The ladder model

fails badly in bromine. Note that the ladder model results

as presented have been multiplied by a factor of 100. The

UA model is a factor of 50 low , whereas cc,. CA , UC yield

more reasonable agreement. Equal energy transitions pro- 
-

vide a more substantial rate enhancement in bromine, than

that previously observed in 02 and N2. Similar results are i
obtained for iodine, Fig. 5-11. The ladder model is again

over a factor of 100 too low with equal energy transitions J
increasing the rate in the rotational models by almost an -i
order of magnitude. Enhancement due ‘ o eet’s is large

enough to result in the UC curve ex~~cd~rig the CA curve.
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This reveals that, in iodine, equal energy transitions and

vibrational bias are of equal importance.

Carbon Monoxide. Carbon monoxide is very similar in

mass and vibrational energy spacing to oxygen and ni trogen ,

and hence one would suspect that the d issociation coeffi-

cient comparison would parallel those in Figs. 5-8 and 5-9.

This is not the case. Fig. 5—12 shows an Arrhenius plot

of the measured dissociation coefficients of carbon monox-

ide (refs 105, 106, 107) together with the theoretical pre-

dictions. While the ordering of the theoretical predic-

tions are very similar to N2 and 02, the predictions of

the present models fall substantially below the experimental

data. The ladder model is unacceptably low again. The

reason for this discrepancy may be related to the fact that,

in our calculations , we have considered only the ground

electronic state of the molecule. We have chosen this

course , as mentioned previously, due to the scarcity of

data on e-V and e-T exchanges and V-T and V-V exchanges

for electronically excited states. However in CD, it has

been pointed out by Fairbairn (ref 108) and by Appleton ,

Steinberg, and Liquornik (ref 105-) that excited electronic

states could play a significant role in the dissociation

reaction. This participation of electronically excited

states was inferred from the density dependence of the

induction time. It is difficult to accurately estimate the

magnitude of the enhancement due to electronically excited
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states under the models considered in this study. First

one must know the rates and spectroscopic constants for

each state, with the rates being the limiting factor.

Second , and related to the rates, we must establish the

collis ional couplin g distribution, (e-V , e-T), between

electronic states. As a first approximation and upper

bound , one could simply multiply the rate for the ground

electronic state by the degeneracies of all electronic

states and sum. This would yield a correction factor of

about 20. Shui (ref 109) has performed a more detailed

evaluation of this enhancement factor within the framework

of Keck’ s statistical theory and obtained a factor of 8.

Certainly the enhancement should be temperature dependent;

however , for lack of a better estimate, we could apply

Shui ’s correction factor directly to our predictions and

observe that much better agreement with experiment is then

obtained . We would therefore , tend to agree, based on the

numerical experiments, that there is an excited state

enhancement in CO dissociation rates.

Dissociation in Pure Gases

The rotational models have yielded good predictions

for a wide variety of gases when we considered the case

where the diatomic gas was highly dilu ted in an argon

buffer gas. The importance of equal energy transitions ,

especially in Br2, and 12, has been pointed out as well as

the role of electronically excited states in CO. We now
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consider dissociation in pure gases. We will omit the

ladder model in future discussions due to its failure in

the dilute case.

In general, the dissociation rate in pure gases is

larger than that obtained when the diatomic is highly

diluted . The extent of this increase varies from gas to

gas, being about a factor 1.5 for Br2—Br2 and a factor of

10 for O2~
O2. This rate enhancement in pure gases has

been investigated within the calculational matrix of Table

V-i , where the influence of vibrational-to-vibrational

exchanges and changes in collisional efficiencies due to

mass variation have been included . From this study,  it

was established that: (1) changes in the co llisional

ef f iciencies do not properly account for either the

observed magnitude of the rate enhancement or its tempera-

ture dependence, and (2) V—V exchanges , however , lead to

rate enhancements similar in magni tude and temperature

dependence to those experimentally observed.

Hydrogen. The Arrhenius plots of the dissociation

coefficient for H2—H2 and 112—Ar, illustrated in Fig. 5-13,

show a comparison of expriinental and theoretical results.

The experimental results of Breshears and Bird (ref 110)

differ from those of Sutton (ref 96). Sutton’s data show

the ratio kd (H2-H2)/kd(H2-Ar) to be almost constant and

equal to 4. This is in contrast to the more recent data

of Breshears, which reveal a temperature dependence to the
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ratio varying from 3 at 3500°K to 10 at 5000°K. Three

theoretical predictions are shown. The H2—argon curve

duplicates the rotational results obtained for the dilute

case which were presented prev iously in Fig. 5-6 in a dif-

ferent format. The curve marked H2 illus trates the effect

of changes in colliding masses , (H2-H2 vs H2-Ar), and does

not include the influence of V-V exchanges. The H2-H2

curve includes both V—V effects and mass changes , where we

have utilized the theory of Rapp and Englander-Golden (ref

ill) for the V-V rates.

The increase in the rate constant due to mass changes

was less than the observed experimen tal enhancement and

insensitive to variations in temperature. V-V exchanges ,

however , produced a more significant increase in the rate

constant and introduced a temperature dependence very

similar to that observed by Breshears (ref 110). The

observed rate enhancement due to V-V exchanges is consistent

with the calculations of Bauer and Hilden (ref 87), who

used an empirical form for the dissociation rates. The

magnitude of the enhancement is fair ly sensitive to the

magnitude of the V-V rates. Direct application of the

Rapp form yielded a factor of 2.2 enhancement at 3000°K

and a factor of 4.4 at 5000°K; whereas if the V—V rates

were multiplied by ten , the enhancement changed to 10 and

30. Shown in the illustration are results for the Rapp

r~~e multiplied by 3. Further theoretical and experimental

work is required to establish the true magnitude and
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temperature dependence of the V—V exchange rates. Sununar—

izing, we conclude that V—V exchanges can account for the

observed rate enhancement in hydrogen.

Oxygen. We now examine oxygen to see if the results

obtained for H2 find general applicability. A comparison

of these experimental and theoretical results is provided

in Fig. 5-14. The experimental data of Byron (ref 97)

shows that the ratio kd (02-O 2)/kd (O2-Ar) is about ten and

independent of temperature over the temperature range

reported. The theoretical predictions yielded the follow-

ing dissociation rate ratios for the values of V—V

exchanges listed :

k(O —O )
V V X f  d 2 2

f =  1 3.0

f =  3 3.8

f = l O  10

The curve for f=3 is presented in the illustration where

it should be pointed out that mass enhancement alone

increased the dissociation rate by a factor of two. It is

gratifying that, with minor adjustments in the V-V rates,

rate enhancements in both oxygen and hydrogen are con-

sistently accounted for. This even includes the tempera-

ture dependence of the observed enhancement.
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Bromine. Bromine is an interesting, but difficult

case to analyze. It is interesting because Br2 is heavier

than argon ; and therefore from a collisional standpoint

would be expected to have a lower efficiency for V-T trans-

fer and result in lower dissociation coefficient. However,

an enhancement of approximately a factor of two is observed .

The di f f iculty with Bromine lies in the uncertainty in the

relaxation rate data. Relaxation data is available only

for Br2-Ar and these data exist only for temperatures below

10000K. Extrapolation to higher temperatures coupled with

a mass scalin g interpolation to Br2-Br2 may introduce sig-

nificant uncertainties into the rate data. 
— 

This fac t

coupled with V-V uncertainties must lead us to view the

following results with moderated enthusiasm. Arrhenius

plots of the dissociation coefficient are given in Fig.

5-15 where the Br2—Ar curve, CC, represents our previous

dilute results. The experimental data of Hornig (ref 102)

reveals a factor of two enhancement. Mass effects lead to

a 30% decrease in the calculated dissociation rate; how-

ever , when V-V exchanges are included the rate is increased,

yielding a temperature dependence similar to that obtained ¶

for H
2-H2. Agreement with experiment is disappointing and

may reflect the previously cited rate inadequacies. Addi-

tional experimental relaxation and dissociation data are

needed to provide further knowledge about the factors con-

trolling dissociation in Br2.
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Recombiriation Coefficients

Having established that the rotational models have a

good predictive capability regarding dissociation coeffi-

cients in dilute and pure gases, we now examine the recom—

bination coef ficients , kr~ 
that would be inferred by

relating the rates through the equili brium constant, K
~
.

The equilibrium constant, Ice , for the molecule , AB , is given

by (ref 37),

= ___ = ex,p (-,84) 4
with nA = number of density of A atoms

nB 
= number density of B atoms

= number density of AB molecules

= (Z k7fle,A,?~
= (z~ u1~’~ A Tf/2 ;014

and mA , mB are the masses of the atoms , 
~~ 

and are the

electronic weights of their normal states; 
~A 

and

are the nuclear spin weights. Pertinent data is presented

in Table V—2 . The molecular partition function,

(ref 37) is given by:

.
~~~~~~= (27(~e#mø)AT}’¼~,~~~t y8(~~-)
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I

with °AB the symmetry number. This yields , after cancel-

ling the nuclear spin weights (ref 37),

,~
, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
C 

~~~~~~ 43 Q

Since Kc a exp(-8D0) and kd is approximately a exp(-BD0)

the recombination coefficient

P
I

strips away the exponential factor in the dissoéiation

coefficient and provides a detailed way of examining the

activation energy or the pre-exponential temperature depen-

dence. In looking at the recombination coefficients, we

will examine the UC and UA models only, since these models

behaved similarly to the CC and CA models di ffering mainly

in magnitude and exhibiting only a slightly stronger

(lower activation energy), temperature dependence. The

following theoretical predictions were made for the dilute

case , assuming that argon was the collision partner. This

was the case in the majority of experimental investigations

chosen for comparison. In addition , we continue to include

only the contribution of the ground electronic state,

(see Table V—2). Our major concern in all these comparisons
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will be the temperature dependence , since we have noted

variations in magnitude of the various models previously

when we discussed the dissociation coefficients. We will

observe throughout the recombination comparisons that the

predicted temperature dependence is extremely good ,

especially when one considers the temperature range, rate

scaling, and variety of gases considered .

Hydrogen. The predicted kr(H2)~ 
again given by the

solid line , is compared with the recombination coefficients

inf erred from the high temperature dissociation rate mea-

surements (refs 112, 113, 114, 115) and the direct recombina—

tion rate measurements (refs 116, 117) in Fig. 5-16. The

agreement between our prediction and the high temperature

measurements of Sutton (ref 114), Myerson (ref 115), Jacobs

(ref 112), and Hurle (ref 113) is good , reproducing the

temperature dependence despite being about a factor of three

low. At lower temperatures , the temperature dependence is

too strong, and may reflect a breakdown in the assumption

of rotational equilibrium , an inadequacy in the scaling of

the exchange rates to low temperatures, or an increased

sensitivity to the molecular potential and state designa-

tion at low temperatures. The results obtained for hydrogen

showed the largest disparity of all gases considered.

Oxygen. The predicted rate coefficients for oxygen

are presented in Fig. 5-17 and are compared to the high

temperature dissociation data of Wray (ref 98), Cainac and
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Vaughan ~ref 93), and Watt and Myerson (ref 118). Note

the disparity in the temperature dependence between the

experimental data of Watt and Myerson and Wray and Watt.

Our calculations favor the latter dependence and exhibit

good agreement with that data. This agreement , obtained

for both models considered , extends down to the low tempera-

tures where it compares favorably with the direct measure-

ments of Campbell and Thrush (ref 119). No significant

di f f erence in temperature dependence exists between the UC

and UA curves.

Nitrogen. The agreement obtained in nitrogen is good

and comparable to that obtained in oxygen. Fig. 5-18

illustrates this comparison with the low temperature point

measurements of Campbell and Thrush (ref 120) and d yne

and Stedman (ref 121), and the high temperature data of

Appleton (ref 122), Byron (ref 123) and Cary (ref 124)

Observe that at low temperatures the UC curve, incorporating

equal energy transitions , exhibits a stronger temperature

dependence than the UA curve representing the “over the

top” model , and yields substantially better agreement with

experiment.

Bromine. The data comparison in bromine, Fig. 5-19,

reinforces the idea that equal energy transitions, repre-

sented by UC, play a significant role in the dissociation

reaction. The point data at low temperatures are due to

and Burns (refs 125, 126, 127), while the higher
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temperature data represented as areas A and B are from the

data summary given in (ref 127) and the emission measure-

ments of Boyd et al. (ref 128), respectively . The UA

curve has been multiplied by a factor of three to facili-

tate the comparison. The UC curve again exhibits a

stronger temperature dependence than UA and yields excel-

lent agreement with the experimental data .

Iodine. The predicted rate coefficients for iodine

are presented in Fig. 5-20 and confirm the equal energy

trend established in nitrogen and bromine. Illustrated is

the point data of Porter and Smith (ref 129) at low tempera-

tures along with the data of Bunker (ref 130). The high

temperature data are that of Britton et al. (ref 131) and

Troe (ref 132). The choice here is clear. The equal energy

transition model , not only yields a more reasonable magni-

tude for the rate coefficient but also yields a temperature

dependence consistent with the experimental data over the

entire temperature range.

Summary

The thermal dissociation process has been parameter-

ized over a wide range of temperatures and gases. In this

particular study , we have used three simplified models.

1. Standard ladder

2. Coupled Model -

3. Uncoupled Model

to evaluate the rotational contribution to dissociation.
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Time—dependent and steady-state solutions were obtained and

compared with experimental data. These comparisons allowed

us to identify the standard ladder model as an inadequate

representation. The remaining rotational models yielded

substantially more accurate predictions of the dissociation

coefficient.

The implications of equal energy tran sitions (eet),

were examined within the framework of the rotational models

and contrasted with an “over the top , ” ott, mechanism. We

established that equal energy transitions enhance the dis-

sociation coefficient (signi f icantly in Bromine and Iodine),

and decrease the activation energy with respect to the ott

model, to yield improved agreement with experimental data.

An investigation of rate enhancement in pure gases

revealed that changes in collisional ef ficiencies based on

mass variations can not account for the observed rate

enhancement. However , V-V exchanges do yield a rate

enhancement consistent with that observed experimentally.

A comparison of recombination coefficients, calculated

from the rotational models , with experimental data demon-

strated that these models are able to correlate both the

very high and low temperature rate measurements for a

variety of gases. In addition, this comparison again

revealed the consistency of including the eet mechanism

in the calculations. -
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Chapter VI. Dissociation Under Highly
Non-Equilibrium Conditions

Introduction to Non-Equilibrium
Processes

In the preceding chapters, time-dependent and steady-

state solutions of the Master Equation have been utilized

in an investigation of thermal dissociation and recombina-

tion. This analysis of elementary processes in excited

molecules, including energy relaxation and vibrational

exchange , plays an important role in studies of combustion

and gas dynamics , but deals with systems that are only

slightly 
- 

perturbed 
- 
from thermal equilibrium. In recent

years , however , there have been significant advances and -

interest in the fields of chemical kinetics and molecular

lasers where highly non-equilibrium situations are encoun-

tered. These highly non—equilibrium conditions can be

achieved by electron impact excitation or radiative pumping

of the vibrational manifold. Given the success of the pre-

sented collisional analyses in addressing dissociation under

essentially equilibrium conditions, it is reasonable to

attempt to extend these theories to treat those highly non-

equilibrium conditions encountered in electric gas dis-

charges or optically pumped systems. In this chapter, we

will utilize the simple chemical reaction of dissociation

to illustrate the effect of non—equilibrium on chemical

processes. We will investigate the dissociation process
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under highly non-equilibrium conditions and , for interest-

ing plasma conditions , compare the dissociation caused by

electron impact with the dissociation due to heavy particle

collisions.

In this section of the study , we will  consider only a

gas mixture of carbon monoxide and argon. The analysis and

conclusions , however , have genera l application to other

molecular gases and gas mixtures.* The CO/Ar system is an

attractive one to analyze since abundant data is available

on electron impact cross-sections, and the molecular trans-

fer rates are reasonably well known. This is not a minor

point , since the electron energy distribution , vibrational

energy distribution , and dissociation rates are sensitive

functions of these input data. In addition , the CO/Ar

system is experimentally versatile; capable of being either

optically pumped or excited in a gas discharge. Reliable

experimental data is available for both situations, thus

permitting a benchmarking of the calculations. Here we

will make comparisons with the experimental distributions

obtained by Rich (ref 133) who utilized direct optical pump-

ing of CO. Under conditions of either discharge or optical

pumping, efficient excitation of CO is achieved and a highly

non-equilibrium state is obtained.

To address non-equilibrium dissociation , we utilize

for the vibrational manifold of the molecules the Master

*Selected calculations have also been performed in
CO/He, 0~/Ar, N.,/Ar , and 0,/He mixtures at various concentra-
tions. £
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Equation formalism previous ly developed for the near

equilibrium conditions; and for the electrons we use a

steady-state solution of the collisional Boltzmann equa-

tion. The presentation of these detailed calculations will

be prefaced by a development of the collisional Boltzmann

equation , and a discussion of the relevant electron-

molecule collisional processes. We will examine the

molecular kinetics, the characteristics of the vibrational

distribution under strongly pumped conditions , and review

an analytic approximation to the vibrational distribution.

This will provide us with a better insight when we subse-

quently present time-dependent and steady-state calcula-

tions of the vibrational distribution and dissociation

coefficient. Finally , we will link the two analyses in a

parametric mapping of the heavy particle and electron impact

dissociation processes under non-equilibrium conditions.

Electron Kinetics

Background. Under appropriate conditions, electron

impact excitation is an efficient method of delivering

energy to molecular gases. In this section, we will pre-

sent results of a numerical investigation of the electron-

molecule energy transfer processes and the - resulting elec-

tron energy distributions obtained in electrically excited

molecular gases. ~nphasis is placed on conditions encoun-

tered in low pressure discharges, as well as those encoun-

tered at high pressures when using an electron beam-

sustainer configuration. Both of these discharge cases
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are characterized by a low degree of ionization , - lO~~ ,

and electron mean energies in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 ev.

For these conditions , the electron energy distribution ,

eed, is non-Maxwellian and exhibits a structure that is

consistent with the features of the electron—molecule

excitation processes. Since the eed is generally non—

Maxwe llian , a detailed analysis of the electron kinetics

involving a steady—state solution of the collisional Boltz—

mann equation is required to evaluate the electron impact

excitation , ionization , and dissociation rates. Relatively

accurate and complete data on electron-impact cross-

sections for argon and CO , have been reported. These are

conveniently listed in the reference compilation of Kieffer

(ref 134). Using these data, the eed is calculated by

numerical ly integrating the Boltzmann equation assuming

that the distribution is spatially uniform and a steady-

state exists. -

Boltzmann Equation Theory. The collisional Boltzmann

equation is the fundamental equation governing energy trans-

fer in electron-molecule collisions. Several detailed and

general developments have previously been given (ref s 135 ,

136 , 137 , 138, 139). Here we will merely summarize those

features relevant to the present analysis and provide a con-

venient review of the development following the previously

cited references. The eed is obtained by solving the

Boltzmann equation
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~7 ( /#)e (6- 1)

where f = f(~~~~,t) is the electron velocity distribution

fun ction , ~ the velocity , ~ the acceleration and

represents the rate of change of f due to electron colli-

sions of all types. Note that the terms on the lef t—hand

side of equation (6- 1) represent the continuum flow in

phase space of the eed , whereas the right-hand side

accounts for d iscrete transitions in the phase space result-

ing from elastic and inelastic collisions.

For typical discharge conditions we will consider; the

electric field , gas density , and electron density are con-

stant in time and spatially uniform . By introducing

spherica l coord inates in the velocity space , the eed can be

expressed as an inf in ite series of products -

V~ 
) = ~ (z~ v) ~ ‘(e) (6-2)

where is the nth Legendre polynomial , 0 the polar

angle with respect to the electric field direction, and

an expansion coefficient which is a function of the

electron speed, v, and time, t.

In t.~ j s representation the Boltzmann equation takes

the following form (ref 138)
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dc ~ e E) /  d~ 
(,~~aJ~~~~) (~!)C

~ 
f l J (  dv V .

~~J ( dtJ (6-3)

with i,i = cosO. If we next introduce the following identi-

ties (ref 140) -

(i-,iE)dP~O’) n(n#i) (~ (~) - -
Zn,’,

(6—4)

:::;7::, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~-1c~
)

equation (6—3) yields . —

c~A (-eE) rf~#, a~’~ - ~1(~#/) 7( ii’L.... st ~ ( ~ 7L (2n / dv (~e,,~i) V “) “
~~~fl~o —

(6—5)

(n
_ _~/ ~~ fl(Pu/)  ~~

(~zn#, ~dy (zn÷i) V “J “~J (St 1,,

By equating terms with the same angular dependence, an

infinite set of coupled differential equations is obtained.

Under normal discharge conditions, the electron velocity

distribution is nearly spherically symmetric, and retention
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of only the leading terms in the expansion is justified

(refs 135, 136, 137). Retaining the first three terms, we

obtain (refs 136, 137, 138)

S~ / 2 / 
- 

c

~~~~~~~~~ ~ 3 i TJ  - ~~7J 
(6-6)

~~ ~~~ ~ 7... 1W )C

~7 “ ( 
~~7 T ~~~~~~ 177 - (j~ 1, (6-7)

d4 / e~) rz d/ . 2 j j  ~~~~~~~
~~~ 

#( mJ L’~~” 3v I’ 7 (6-8) .

In order to evaluate, 
(
~
f)
C 
(i~)

c÷
+(i~)c

_ 
l’et us f i rst

define the differential scattering cross-section for an

electron with speed v scattered through an angle a into

a unit solid angle to be q(v ,a). The collision geometry

and coordinate definitions and relations are shown in Fig.

6-1. Note that ~‘ is the azimutha l angle in velocity space

around the vector ~~~~ . The total rate of scattering out of

a differential volume in velocity space at ~~~~~~~~~ for

process h is given by (ref s 136, 138) (~f)°~ 
where

~~~~~ v)P( ~) si#~(4d~c S~ (6-9)
0 0  #7’O
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and with Nh representing the gas number density in the

initial state. The effective rate is obtained by summing

over all processes , h, including elastic and inelastic

collision channels.

Similarly , the positive term , (fl)~ 
, representing

the rate of scattering into the volume at ~ from~~ (u,8’ ,4’)

is (refs 136, 138)

~~~ 
afJ~(a~) Z a ) ’)~

/n 6Si”/
~
7f (6~ lo)

0 0 f l 0

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation and repre-

sents the ratio of that dif feren tial volume in ve locity

space from which the electron scatters to that volume into

which the electron scatters,

to v , . ~d .d~dv

Consider , for illustrative purposes , a truly “elastic ”

collision in which there is no energy transfer; but only a

change in direction. Under these circumstances

and the Jacobian is unity. Then upon integrating over i~ ,
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equations (6—9) and (6—10) yield (ref 138)

- vQ (v)~(t,v)~~) 
(6-11)

where the elastic cross—section for process h and order

n is given by

Q
h
(~)=  2 f ~~~(3~

o
~) (I- 7~(cosa)).g/,,o d~c (6- 12)

with the three lowest order elastic cross-sections given by

Q
h(~)

9,’(v) = 27’ f~? (v, o~r) (/ -cos.~) cm o~ ~~ Q1~
)

Q(v)

Thus under the “elastic ” assumption , such collisions yield

no contribution to the zeroth order , spherically symmetric

equation. Q1
h(v) is identified as the experimentally mea-

sured momentum transfer cross—section , Q~.
, and represents

the first non-zero contribution.

Now consider jnelasti~.. collisions, such as those

resulting in vibrational or electronic excitation. In

this case, one must properly account for the energy loss.
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From equations (6—9) and (6—10) we obtain (refs 136, 138)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6-13)

(st)~~N / ~~~~ s~. (6-14)

~dtJ v3dv

where

Q/v) = 2 (V)~) sm d~

is the cross-section for the interaction in which an

electron with speed v undergoes process h upon colliding

with the molecules Nh , loses energy 
~h’ and terminates the

collision with speed u in equation (6-13) with ~~~ mv~ =

~ mu2 + 
~h• 

Equation (6-14) represents the’ positive rate

which populates the element at velocity ~~~~. Since energy

is conserved in the collision process;

ada= vdv

and the volume ratio given by the Jacobian , u2du/ (v2dv)

reduces to u/v. Thus for inelastic isotropic scattering~

the lowest order collision terms are (ref s 136, 137, 138)
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(
~~
,
) C:: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6-15)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6-16)

_ _  (6-17)

To obtain a form more suitable for calculation , we

transform the set of equations , (6—6), (6—7), (6-8), from

functions of velocity to functions of energy , w , by using

the following relations ; -

( m l
, _ _ _  -

“~~~~ (2mWY4

We then obtain (refs 136, 137, 138),-

= - ~~~ Q4(w)~~~w) -w’Q4(w’)~~~w~7] (6-18)

(rnw) ~ J~~~w) +(eE)/ wdiC(?iw) 
~~~~~~~~~~ 3gw)

~~ .~~~G~(’w)} (6-19)
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(
nnv~t 4~# t~,w) 

.
~~ (~f)[2w G11~~~,W) 

- 

~~~~

= 
_ Hwl~(t) w)fQ~(w) .~

. 
~~ ~%h..[14~

(w)
~~ ~~~~(w~~/

where W ’=W+
~h~ 

and 
~h 

is again the energy loss associated

with the inelastic cross—section

Equations (6-18, 6-19 , 6-20) represent the general

form of the coupled di f ferential equations used for

solving the collisional Boltzmann equation . We now restrict

ourselves to a two term expansion , and include (ref s 135,

136, 137, 138) the effects of energy transfer in momentum

transfer collisions, and superelastic collisions. Assuming

a quasi-steady-state we obtain from equations (6-18 , 6-19)

()
~~~~~~~ 

d(w~ (w)) 
~~ 

Qh(w)[ H / ( w )N // (w~~J (6-21)

Qm
~~

)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4 1
~~~f r ? 7

(~~)~~
(w) (Q(W)~~~~ 

(~~ 
~

(w) ÷*(~~~
(’W3~) ((w)

where H~ is the relevant excited state density for process h.

is the sum of the momentum-transfer cross—sections for

each gas weighted by mole fraction and the reciprocal of
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the molecular weight , whereas is the sum of the momentum-

transfer cross-sections weighted simply by mole fraction.

The ratio of the electron to proton mass .is given by m/M.

We may write equations (6—21, 6-22) as a single equation

in f0 by integrating equation (6-21) with respect to energy,

substituting into equation (6-22), and integrating again

to yield (ref 139):

= C .XP f(~%~ (~~~~~ / ~
‘
Qm Qt dw

(6—23)

~~1() -

where C is determined by the condition S f 0.(w )w ½dw~ l

N N’W’
and 

~t
=
~r~ ~~ 

(
~? ~~~~~ +~~~~~ 

Qh (w ’)). This integral form

of the Boltzmann equation (ref 139) can be solved by

iteration for f0(w), substitution into equation (6—22)

yields f 1(w). -
Electron Collision Processes. Having developed the

Boltzmann formalism , we recognize that the solution requires

cross-section data for momentum transfer, vibrational and

electronic excitation of the gases constituting the spe-

cific mixture under consideration. In this analysis we

will be concerned with mixtures of carbon monoxide and argon.
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Most of the required data are available from a JILA compila-

tion by Kieffer (ref 134). These experimental data have

been obtained using high energy resolution electron beam

techniques coupled with a detailed analysis (ref 141) of

electron transport data. The resulting data set is quite

reliable and relatively complete , providing an adequate

basis to quantify our results.

The momentum transfer cross—sections for argon and

carbon monoxide were obtained from Kieffer (ref 134).

Momentum transfer collisions tend to reduce the anistropy

in the eed resulting from the applied field and channe l

some of the discharge power into “elastic heating” of the

gas .

Vibrational excitation is the dominant excitation

process for the conditions considered in this study because

the cross-sections are very large at the mean energies

characteristic of laser discharges. Vibrational cross—

sections and excitation rates are required for an analysis

of the molecular kinetics. In carbon monoxide , vibrational

excitation proceeds predominately via “shape resonances.”

The cross-section characterizing this excitation displays a

structure related to the lifetime of the compound state,

AB ; and the characteristic vibrational frequency. When the

lifetime is short , as it is in H2, the cross—section

exhibits a broad maximum. In CO , the lifetime of the com-

pound temporary negative ion is comparable to the vibra—

tional period and the cross-section exhibits broadened
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spikes corresponding to the energy resonances of the corn—

pound state. Erhardt (ref 142) and Schulz (ref 143) have

reported electron cross-section data, ~~~~~~~ for vibrational

excitation from the ground state, v=O , to vibrational level

v for v l  to 8. This data is presented in Figs. 6-2 and

6-3. Referring to Fig. 6-2 , note that near threshold the

effective cross_section* has a value of approximately

2 x lO~~
7cm2 which rapid ly increases to a value approaching

l0~~
5cm2 at 1.7ev before decreasing by orders of magnitude

in the 4ev range. Fig. 6-3 presents the individual cross-

section data , ao,v~ 
of Schulz for excitation from the

ground state to vibrational state v. The cross—sections

all exhibit the resonant spikes , and decrease in magnitude

with increasing v. The magnitude and energy dependence of

these cross-sections will be reflected in the calculated

distribution functions, and fractional power transfer ,

which will be examined later.

Since we anticipate highly non-equilibrium vibrational

distributions exhibiting a substantial e5ccited state popula-

tion , we have not restricted the electron—molecule vibra-

tional excitation to excitation only from the ground vibra-

tional state. Instead , we assume o ~ a for m=1 to 8.o,m v,v4m
Electron excitation cross-sections from excited states are

not available ; however , guided by the theoretical

~The effective cross-section is defined as the sununa-
tio’~ ~if all vibrational cross-sections fr om the ground
vibr~ tiona1 state.

____ 
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calculations of Chen (ref 144 ) in N 2 and based on the

isoelectronic relationship of N 2 to CO, this assumption

is reasonable. Detailed calculations of these excited

state cross—sections (ref 145) and experimental measure-

ments (ref s 146, 147) are the topic of current research.

Electronic excitation cross—sections for the excita-

tion of a3fl , A 111, b3E , C1Z, E111, and a 13.5 ev. loss

(ref 148) were included , as well as the dissociative

attachment, ionization and dissociative ionization cross-

sections. Under conditions typical of self-sustained or

e-beam sustained operation , only a small fraction of the

energy is channeled into these electronic states. However,

it is necessary to include these states in order to

properly evaluate the rate of dissociation due to electron

impact. Consistent with our reasoning concerning the

highly non-equilibrium distribution of vibrational states,

we have investigated the implication of assuming that the

dissociative ionization, DI, cross-section from excited

vibrational states is equal to that from the ground state

with the threshold displaced by the vibrational energy rela-

tive to v=0. We will expand on this point later when we

discuss and compare dissociation rates. The dissociative

ionization cross—section measured by Rapp (ref 149) is given

in Fig. 6-4. A threshold energy of 16.5 ev should be noted

as well as the small magnitude in comparison with the vibra-

tional cross-secti ns given previously. In addition to

dissociative ionization, dissociative attachment, DA, occurs
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and will be included in this analysis. Fig. 6-5 displays

the cross-section for the dissociative attachment process

as measured by Chantry (ref 150). This cross-section , in

contrast to that of discociative ionization , is resonant

in character exhibiting a pronounced maximum of 2 x l0~~
9cm2

at 10ev. Also note that the threshold for this excitation

is approximately 7ev. below that of dissociative ioniza-

tion. This fact coupled with the relative magn itudes of

the two cross-sections- results in dissociative attachment

being the dominant electron impact dissociation process.

Calculated Electron Energy Distributions. Using the

cross-section data and the integral form of the Boltzmann

equation previous ly described , the electron energy dis-

tribution was calculated for a 10/90 mix of CO/Argon ,

(mole fraction), for a wide range of values of the ratio

of the electric field strength to the total neutral gas

number density , E/N. The selected values of E/N yield

mean electron energies in the range of .5-3.0ev . These

mean energies are typically encountered in self—sustained

and e-beam sustained discharges. Fig. 6—6 is a semi-log

plot of the calculated energy distribution , with the dis-

tribution density at energy w given by f0(w)w ½dw. In this

representation , a Maxwellian distribution would appear as

straight line with a negative slope of (l/kTe)~ 
with Te

being the “electron temperature.” The calculated distribu-

tions depart significantly from a Maxwellian. The
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distributions reflect the dominant electron—molecule col-

lision processes, by exhibiting a rapid decrease in the

energy region, 1—2ev , of significant vibrational excitation.

The large resonant vibrational cross—sections act as a bar-

rier to the electrons, and prevent many of them from

obtaining energies in excess of 2ev. As the field strength

is increased, more electrons are able to penetrate this

barrier and the distribution develops a high energy tail.

The dominance of the vibrational excitation is con-

firmed by examination of the f ractional electron power

transfer curve presented in Fig. 6-7 for the conditions

of Fig. 6—6. For values of mean electron energy below

1.5ev , E/N=20 Townsend , vibrational excitation is the

dominant energy transfer channel. Electronic excitation

becomes significant only at higher values of E/N, and

elastic col lision losses are always relatively small. The

energy loss associated with dissociation and ionization are

completely insignificant in comparison with the other

losses in the E/N range considered .

When the number of excited molecules increases , an

additional energy exchange process , a superelastic colli-

sion or a collision of the second kind , becomes important.

The inf luence of superelastic collisions on the electron

energy distribution can be understood by referring to

equation (6-23). The bracketed term in the summation is

proportional to net inelastic excitation rate. Consider

the vibrational excitation of the first vibrational level
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from the ground state and the reverse process. In this

case Nh represents the number density in the state v=0, and

Nh , the number density in v=1. A significant excited state

population will decrease the value of the integrand , reduce

the net excitation rate, and result in a lowering of the

effective vibrational barrier. As a result , the tail of

the electron energy distribution will be raised above that

value obtained when superelastic processes are omitted .

This effect is observed in Fig. 6—8 where we compare the

eed with and without superelastic collisions . The vibra-

tional distribution assumed in this calculation was of the

analytic form given by Gordiets (ref 151), which will be

discussed subsequently in the vibrational kinetics section

of this chapter. The 0-1 vibrational temperature in this

calculation was 2000°K and the translational temperature

300°K. Note that the degree of enhancement in the eed

tail population increases with decreasing E/N, and that

there is a smaller , compensating decrease in the distribu—

tion at low energies. it is also interesting, yet antici-

pated , that the distributions are proportional, or self-

similar , in that energy region beyond the vibrational
0

exchanges. Thus vibrational superelastic processes lead

to changes in the electron energy distribution function and

enhance electronic excitation and dissociation rates.

Summary. We have examined the electron kinetics of a

CO-Ar gas discharge within the framework of the collisional
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Boltzmann equation. For this purpose we developed the

integral form of the Boltzmann equation , specifically

including superelastic collisions. It was established that

the electron kinetics are dominated by the large resonant

vibrational cross-sections , which permit efficient molecular

excitation to be achieved . The dominance of the vibra-

tional cross-sections was reflected in the calculated eed ’s

which were highly non-Maxwellian . Due to the non-Maxwellian

nature of the distribution , the possibility of using the

Maxwellian function as an approximation for calculating

transfer rates is precluded . Superelastic collisions were

considered and shown to have a signif icant effect on the

eed leading to enhanced electronic and dissociative excita-

tion rates. The individual electron—molecule excitation and

dissociation rates were computed for a wide range of E/N values

and gas temperatures. These rates are used in a following

section where we param eterize the dissociation process

under non-equilibrium conditions.

Molecular Kinetics

Background. Problems of molecular and vibrational

kinetics play a central role in the fields of chemical

kinetics and laser physics. Currently , interest is centered

around an analysis of energy exchange processes occurring

when significant amounts of energy are introduced into a

gas. All interactions be they thermal, chemical , optical ,

or electrical result in a redistribution of state
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populations. The ultimate distribution then determines

the nature of chemical and physical processes occurring in

the resulting non-equilibrium state. Here we will be pri-

marily concerned with the investigation of the non-

equi librium vibrationa l distributions of a molecular gas

excited by an electric discharge or obtained through

intense optical pumping of the vibrational states. For

the moment, we will conveniently assume the existence of

some “pump” term delivering energy to the vibrational mani-

fold and proceed to characterize the molecular kinetics

and the vibrational distribution. Within this section we

first review the fundamental kinetic processes involved ,

their relative strengths and characteristic time scales.

Based on a time scale argument and guided by the results

of detailed numerical calculations , we will establish that

there are 3 characteristic regions of the vibrational

energy distribution , VED . A simplified , analytic approach

to the calculation of vibrational distributions (ref s 151,

152) under highly non-equilibrium conditions will then be

reviewed. The dependence of the VED on input energy, V-V

and V-T rate magnitude, or translational temperature will

be examined using this approach. Finally , for completeness

and for the additional insight they reveal, selected

detailed numerical solutions of the VED, both time depen-

dent and steady—state, will be presented . These distribu-

tions will be compared with experiment to establish the

degrees of non-equilibrium that can be achieved and lead
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us into our parameterization of non-equilibrium dissocia-

tion.

Characteristic Regions of the VED. Let us examine

the factors that determine the populations , N
~
, of the

vibrational energy levels. In general these factors can

be classified as follows.

1. Net rate of external excitation or de-excitation

for each level (pumping), Nvpump

2. Rates of collisional V-V energy transfer, NvV V

3. Rates of collisional V-T energy transfer , N
VV_T

We will omit consideration of radiative processes as loss

mechanisms , while recognizing the limitation they impose

when considering optical pumping. This is appropriate for

the high pressures considered in this study. The rate

equation for each vibrational level v , from equation (3-5),

can now be written in the simple form: -

= .
~~ ,4’ (6-24)

cit pump y..v v~4,_ 1_

By examining the relative strengths and time scales

of the three terms in equation (6-10), we will establish

that, for highly non-equilibrium conditions, the VED

exhibits 3 characteristic regions. - 

•
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The mechanism for vibrational exci tation in electric

discharge systems is electron impact collisions, which pro-

ceed via the formation of temporary compound excited states.

As noted in the previous section , the rate of excitation

depends not only on the eed , but also on the population of

the levels. The pump term, when considering optical

excitation , is also a function of the level population of

the pump tran sition as well as the in tensi ty of the radia-

tion.

Subjecting a diatomic gas, initially at a temperature

T, to external excitations , results in a departure of the

vibrational distribution from its initial Boltzmann dis-

tribution given by :

~~~ N0ex,,FflLEy E0J) (6 25)

The resulting non-equilibrium distribution and the relaxa-~

tion process will be governed by the Master Equation , and

depend upon the various energy exchange rates, the molecu-

lar structure , and the strength of external excitation.

We are interested in the quasi-equilibrium distribution of

under conditions of intense pumping.

Representative probabilities of the various exchange

processes , given in Fig. 6-9, show that V—V collisions

dominate the relaxation process for low vibrational

quantum numbers. The V-V exchanges , which involve colli-

sions between excited molecules and are a near resonant
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process, result in a rapid redistribution of the externally

pumped vibrational quanta prior to their ultimate deactiva-

tion by the slower V-T process. Guided by the data in

Fig. 6—9 at 300°K , let us assume that, for suf ficiently

low vibrational quantum numbe..., we can neglect VT exchange

and assume rotational-translational equilibrium at tempera-

ture, T. Under these conditions , the vibrational distribu-

tion is given by the Treanor distribution (ref 153) ,

/ 4 f) ~ exp (6—26 )

%(T)exp(~v) 
-

SQ -

In order to gain insight as to the meaning of 4, we

define the population of the v-th level by the relation:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
For a Boltzmann distribution ,

7 ’r eenstant V_ O /j ...)V* - (6 27)

Using this definition , we can rewrite 4’ in terms of T1,
the effective 1-0 temperature, - j

_ _ _ _  
(Z-10)

~4T 
— (6-28)
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The Treanor distribution becomes upon substitution for 4’,

f  v(i-E0) V(~-~~)-~Z-(~~~ (6-29)
1 k T  J

Thus we can interpret 4’ as representing the influence of

an external pumping of the 0 -
~~ 1 transition , resulting in

the vibrational temperature T1.
For a simple harmonic oscillator , E

~
-E0=v(E1-E0), and

consequently the Treanor distribution degenerates into a

simple Boltzmann characterized by a temperature T1. For

an anharmonic oscillator , however, v(E1-E0) > (E — E ) .

For T1/T > 1, the second term of the exponential in equa-

tion (6-29) , now leads to a distribution with an increased

population relative to the Boltzmann at T1. The dependence

of the Treanor distribution on T and T1 is presented in

Figs. 6-10 and 6-11. The distributions pass through a

minimum and exhibit a population inversion for values of

T1/T > 1. Such significant inversions are not obtained when

the Master Equation is solved in detail with V—T losses

being included . The V-T losses prevent these large total

inversions. Instead, the dominance of these V-T processes

in the high vibrational levels results in the establishment

of a Boltzmann “tail,” at a temperature T , for the popula-

tion of high vibrational levels. This behavior can be

confirmed by noting in Equation (3-13) that if V-T terms

were completely dominant the entire distribution would be
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described by a Boltzmann distribution at the gas tempera-

ture.

Numerical solutions of the complete Master Equation

are presented in Figs. 6-12 and 6—13 , where effective pump-

ing rates , T1, are shown. Three regions of the vibrational

distribution can be identified . At low vibrational levels,

where the V-T probabilities are insignificant relative to

the V-V probabilities , the distribution is Treanor. Beyond

the minimum of the Treanor distribution , the “resonance”

or “plateau ” region is established . In this region the dis-

tribution is well approximated by N
~
v=constant. The third

region , existing at high vibrational quantum numbers , is

a Boltzmann at the gas temperature , reflecting the

dominance of the V-T process. The existence of the Treanor

and the Boltzmann regions is consistent with our earlier

discussion. We next discuss the “resonance” or “plateau ”

region.

The vibrational quanta, being pumped into the gas pre-

dominately at low vibrational levels, are deactivated by

local V-T collisions when the pumping is weak. However ,

when strong pumping is imposed , the local V-T deactivations

are insufficient to balance the source and the distribution

reacts to establish a quanta flow balance. This balance is

achieved through the action of the rapid V-V exchanges,

which due to the anharmonic nature of the energy levels,

preferentially direct the excess quanta to the higher

vibrational levels where they can be de-activated by the
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faster V—T collisions. A “resonance ” or “plateau ” region

of the VED results. The “resonance ” region consequently

exists only at high levels of pumping and low translational

temperatures , and serves merely as a “connecting link ”

between the pump and the V-T losses. The characteristic

shape of the distribution can be explained (ref s 151, 152,

157) by noting that for the stated conditions , resonant V-V

collisions will dominate the transfer of vibrational quanta

in this region. Thus the constant quanta flux, F, supplied

by the pump, is delivered to the high levels by resonant

V-V transfer, with the flux equation given by

F ~~ L-vvlI r ’N /1. _ VY.~’ 
%~,]=~

o
~~~

?Pt 
(6-30)

An approximate evaluation of the sum (refs 151, 152, 157)

yields, within the SSH formalism:

%V— con~ t~nt (6-31)

which is consistent with our numerical results.

Analytic Approach to VED ’s. Raving reviewed the funda-

mental kinetic processes , and established the existence of

the three characteristic regions of the VED, we now

highlight the developuent of an analytic expression for

the vibrational distribution under strongly-pumped
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conditions. The details of this development are given in

a series of papers by Gordiets (refs 151, 154 , 155). An

independent and more general approach by Lam (ref 152)

yields a similar form. Here we follow Gordiets (ref 151),

and start out with the Master Equation for the vibrational

populations , equation (3-5); with the notation given by

VV~~~’_~ (v~I)(m4I)[ ~~~~’
V
~

f “~f- .~~~~ e~~ 
Iv

cp~L

~~~~ = P (y 4 I)e 4nI
~ (6-32)

~ c~~v (/ -I (v#i))

4E s~~

Gordiets used the diffusion approximation to obtain an ana-

lytic form for the populations of the vibrational levels.

Omitting here the intermediate calculations, we reproduce

his final result for N
~
:

I t
~exp f v[ #  _

~~~ 4~]} ~~~~~~~ (6-33a)

t1 ir~�L — ~~~~~~I’ q (4,.(v#.i) — (6 33b)
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with the following additional notation introduced

(6-34)

i~~4 fn~~~~Q~~7~ o~~~/i:•- L 
~~~ 

V~~~) ~ J ~ç~’ -r 
(6-35)

The quantity T1 is again the vibrational “temperature” of

the first level; v and ~ are respectively determined from

the conditions for the minimum of function,equation (6-33a),

and for the vanishing of the function,equation (6-33b).

where ,

~~~~~~~~~~~ ÷ L
24E7 Z

and exp(4~~) — C4~Q,0X/i%

Let us now examine the form of this analytic solution

and correlate its predictions of the vibrational population

with the three characteristic regions of the distribution

previously identified . We will then examine the influence

H of the V-V and V-T rate magnitude, gas temperature, and

pump rate on the calculated distribution.
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Referring back to equation (6-29) and taking E0 as

the zero energy reference observe that

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6-36)

Inserting this identity into equation (2-29) yields

equation (6-33a). Thus the analytic distribution for v<v

is merely the Treanor representation of the distribution

characterized by T1 and T. This is reasonable in light of

our previous discussion . Beyond the Treanor minimum ,

v>v , we note that

,% (v#,) ~~ eonstj , t (6 -37)

reflecting the characteristic “resonance ” region of the

distribution. Thus the Gordiets solution explicitly con-

tains two of three characteristic VED regions. The Boltz—

mann “tail” is not a limiting form of the analytic solu-

tion; but the onset of the tail correlates well with the

value of ~~~. Therefore, by limiting the falloff of the die-

tribution to that of the Boltzmann at temperature T, reason-

able agreement with detailed numerical solutions are

achieved , Fig. 6-14.

When we consider the dissociation process, we will be

specifically interested in the exact population of the

Boltzmann “tail” region and can not rely on this simple

analytic model. However, the formalism of equation (6—33)
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is very useful in showing explicitly the effects of the

strength of pumping , the molecular anharmonicity, and the

V-V and V—T rates. In addition , it of fers a method for 
p

quantitative determination of kinetic rate information for

highly excited vibrational states (refs 133, 152).

Referring to equation (6-33), let us examine the

explicit effects of variations in different parameters.

First, let us consider variations in the strength of pump-

ing at a fixed temperature , T. An increase in T1 is equiva-

lent to an increase in the net pumping. The strength of

pumping determines the location of cr , the Treanor minimum,

and subsequently the value of ~ required to balance this

source term with a V-T loss. Note that as T1 increases,

v decreases , being proportional to T1
1. This results in

a significant  increase in N
~
. Thus as T1 increases the

location of the Treanor minimum , v, moves to a lower vibra-

tional quantum number and achieves a larger population.

Since this population is given by equation (6-33b) as

C/(v+1), C also increases. Noting that the second term in

equation (6-33b) is independent of T1, we see that ~ must

increase as T1 increases. This behavior is confirmed in

rig. 6—12 for the strongly pumped conditions of T1=3000,

2000, 1500°X at T=200°K.

The dependence of the VED on translational temperature ,

T, is slightly more complex, since &~~~, &~~,, ~~~~~~~~~~ 
Q~~~,

and P10 are all functions of this parameter. Fig. (
6—13 presents the detailed numerical parameterization of
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the VED with respect to T. The gross behavior observed can

be understood , once again , in terms of the variation of v.

In this case , note that v is proportional to T. Therefore,

‘z decreases as T decreases, resulting again in an increase

in Nv• As before, since N
~ 

increases , will also tend to

increase as T decreases. To establish the variation of

V with T, we must also consider the temperature dependence

of the second term in equation (6-33b). For the cases con-

sidered ,

Q,0K

and

~~~ oc exp(A/ T~
’
~) r>3oo~ #c

T~~3OO °/(

(See Fig. 6-15 for examples of this temperature dependence

of the V-T rates.) The temperature dependence of these

terms would therefore reinforce the increase of ~ as the

temperature decreases. This increase in ~ , however, is

tempered by the T ½ dependence of 6~~ given by the SSH

theory. Thus the increase in ~ tends to saturate at the

lower temperatures.

The mixture dependence of the VED can be appreciated

by noting in this case that P10 and 010 of equation (6-33b)
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now represent the averaged V—T and V-V strengths using

the appropriate mole fractions of diluent and diatomic

P e~
’
~~gases. Depending on the variations of the ratio 10 ,

Q10K

the knee will move out to higher energy or in to lower

energies as the mixture is varied. This sensitivity of the

location of the knee to the rate magnitude , suggests an

experimental method for quantitative determination of

kinetic rate information for highly excited vibrational

states (refs 133, 152).

V-V and V-T Rates at Low Temperatures. Before proceed-

ing with the parametric mapping of dissociation under non-

equilibrium conditions , we present the details of the

kinetic rates used in this section of the analysis, and

later compare the calculated VED ’s with those inferred by

Rich (ref 133) in his optical pumping studies .

In this section , we will  continue to utilize the theo-

retical form for the heavy particle rates developed within

the Schwartz-Slawsky-Rerzfeld (ref 20) theory as modified by

Keck and Carrier (ref 28). The rates have been cast in a

form that incorporates the theoretical quantum number depen-

dence and temperature dependence, and is fitted empirically

to available experimental data. At low temperatures, the

V-T rates depart from the Landau-Teller form of ln (Pr)

proportional T~~
’3, as observed in Fig. ~-:I5. In addition,

long range force contributions to the V—V rates become
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significant and are included uti l izing f its to the calcu-

lations of Sharma and Brau (ref 81).

The V-T rates used are based on the semi-empirical

modification of the SSH theory proposed by Keck and Carrier.

This modification provides for a smooth variation of rates

from states with low vibrational quantum number , experi-

encing near-adiabatic collisions, to high vibrational

states, where collisions approach the impulsive limit. This

modification attempts to extend the first order perturba-

tion theory results of the SSR theory, which are invalid for

transitions occurring with high probability . The expression

used for the V-T transition probabilities was given pre-

vious ly in equation (3-3).

The V—V rate model incorporates a sum of the contribu-

tions from a short range force (SSH) and a long range force

contribution which is most effective for near resonant col-

lisions. The present calculations incorporate a weighting

factor for each contribution, which permits a matching to

experimental data over the temperature range of interest.

Following Rockwood (ref 89) and Rich (ref 99), the expres-

sions used for the V-V transition probabilities for CO are

given by equation (3-4) for v+l.v and w-’w+l:

r~ e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
4’

~~~3} (3 4)
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where S corresponds to the short range and L the long

range contribution . The short range contribution is func-

t ionally similar to that encountered in - .he V-T model and

is given by

= S (6 38)

where

/ / ~ ~W” \ 2
1c (2)=-1 (3 -exp[y 7~~~]) exP(TA~, V)

(
~

,) (.~~)“zj  v- wJ

and for CO

0. 0OS9~

The long range contribution for CO self—collisions ,

which arises for molecules with permanent dipole moments,

is included following the theory of Sharma-Brau (ref 81).

Their rate expressions are algebraically complex, therefore,
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we have retained the functional form of the rate being pro—

portional to the dipole matrix elements and specified the

resonant character by a Gaussian function of the energy

defect (ref 89). This yields

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6-39)
v#I,v

with

‘~ (v#i) f 765.z 7/ 7 ~ .2-2~wi) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~/672- 2 cv~i~J L ~~~~ JL/672 - (‘vti,) J

G(J)=expf (2F
~~~t (

~7
0 ,, -1/ 

-

L (r)=~~.er,o r ‘~~
The V-V rates are explicitly formulated to satisfy detailed

balance , so that

v~,v = VV , ,  exp [(4~1 ~~~~ ~~~~~ 6-40

The resulting fit of the combined long and short range con-

tribution is depicted in Fig. 6-16 where it is compared

with the experimental data of Hancock and Smith (ref 33),

Stephenson (ref 160), Sackett (ref 159) and Powell (ref 156).
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Note that this form provides a reasonable f i t  to the experi-

mental data , being a factor of 2 .0  higher than the data of

ref s (33 , 160 , 159) and a factor of 3 lower than the recent

data of Fushiki (ref 158) . The selection of this particular

f i t  will be discussed when we next compare the predicted

VED ’s with Rich ’ s (ref 133) inferred populations from

optical pumping experiments.

Comparison with Optically Pumped VED ’s. From a

kinetic standpoint , optical pumping offers a simple and

contaminant free method of analyzing molecular energy

exchange processes . Here we utilize the experimental data

of Rich to benchmark our non-equilibrium analysis. Rich

(ref 133) used a f lowing gas absorption cell containing

CO/Ar/He , in which vibrational excitation was obtained by

direct optical pumping f rom an electrically excited , super-

sonic flow , CW, carbon monoxide laser. Utilizing this

technique , mean vibrational energies of 0.3 to 0.4 eV per

CO molecule were obtained at a translational temperature

of 300°K. Vibrational populations were inferred from

infrared spectra from the first overtone, (t~v2), emission

bands of CO. These populations are presented in Fig. 6-17.

Note that the “resonance ” region , in the zero heliu~. mix ,

extends out to vibrational quantum number, v~4O. Addition

of helium causes the knee to move down to lower quantum

number , reflecting the dominance of the helium V-T rate

over that of argon or of CO. This behavior is consistent
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with our previous discussion of Gordiets ’ analytic form ,

since P10e / ( Q 10K) increases with helium addition . Also

observe that the remaining lower state populations are

essentially unchanged.

Extracting the vibrational temperature , T1, from

Rich’ s data , a steady-state calculation of the VED was made

for T1=27 00°K and T=300°j( , with the results given by the

dashed line in Fig. 6-16 . Agreement is excellent , the

theoretical curve being displaced only to permit convenient

comparison . Initial calculations using V-V rates a factor

of 2 .25  lower which would have yielded a better f i t  to the

experimental data of ref (33) in Fig. 6-16, failed to

accurately reproduce the data and resulted in the distribu-

tion for the 0.6/94.4/5 mix essentially overlapping the

experimental distribution for the 0.6/87.4/12 mix. Based

on numerical experiments, it was established that agreement

could be obtained by either decreasing the magnitude of

CO-He V-T rate or increasing the magnitude of the V-V rate,

while retaining the same vibrational quantum number depen-

dence. (Note that this adjustment confirms the dependence

of the knee location on the ratio P10e ~~ /(Q10K). We have

selected the latter adjustment placing more confidence in

the V-T rate measurements and noting the scatter in the

measured V-V rates. Fixing the value of the V-V rates at

this value in all subsequent calculations , the zero helium
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mix was investigated . Low’ temperature data on CO-Ar V-T

probabilities , in contrast to CO-He and CO-H2, do not

exist; we therefore extrapolated the high temperature data

using the empirical Pt fit of Millikan and White (ref 5).

Using this form , curve 1’ in Fig. 6-16 was obtained. By

increasing the magnitude of the CO-Ar V-T rate by a factor

of 5, which is consistent with the low temperature behavior

of CO-He V-T exchanges , good agreement with experiment could

be obtained. The result of this adjustment- is given by

curve 1.

Paraxneterization of Dissociation

Having discussed the electron and vibrational kinetics

and benchmarked the calculational techniques and kinetic

rates , we are now prepared to investigate the dissociation

process under highly non—equilibrium conditions. In this

parameterization we will compare the rate of dissociation

resulting from heavy particle collisions to the rate of

el~ctron impact dissociation . From this analysis, we will

establish two characteristics of non—equilibrium dissocia-

tion. First, non-equilibrium conditions lead to a signifi-

cant rate enhancement of both types of dissociation.

Second , under typical conditions encountered in self-

sustained and e-beam sustained discharges, electron impact

dissociation exceeds, by orders of magnitude, the heavy

particle dissociation rate.
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A detailed parametric analysis of the dissociation pro-

cess under non-equilibrium conditions would involve a time-

dependent solution of the coupled Boltzmann and Master

equations for electron impact dissociation, or similarly

an absorption calculation coupled to the Master Equation

in order to handle the case of optical pumping. inherent

in the analysis would be an extensive parameterization

with respect to E/N , electron density , gas temperature and

radiation intensity. The codes developed in this study are

well suited to such an approach. However , rather than

embarking on such an ambitious course for an initial sur-

vey , we have chosen a simplified approach which adequately

treats the dominant processes of non-equilibrium dissocia-

tion and permits an evaluation of magnitude and functional

dependencies of the heavy particle and electron impact

dissociation rates. In this approach, we decouple the

electron and molecular kinetics As in the equilibrium

case previous ly addressed , we are primarily interested in

the behavior of a quasi—steady-state . On the time scales

of interest, both the eed and the VED achieve such a steady

state. The vibrational distribution is relatively insensi-

tive to the form of eed depending mainly on the total net

vibrational excitation and gas temperature. The net excita-

tion rate of the vibrational manifold is insensitive to

the ~orrn of the vibrational distribution for conditions

cor~~tdered in thi s study. For this reason we have param-

eterized the heavy particle dissociation rate in either T1,
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or pump rate , and gas temperature. The eed , however ,

does reflect the state and distribution of vibrational

excitation, especially when electronic and dissociative

collisions are examined . To account for this interaction,

while retaining an uncoupled approach , we have bounded the

vibrational temperature , T1, for typical discharge condi-

tions and incorporated Gordiets ’ (ref 151) analytic form of

the vibrational distribution into the electron kinetics

solution .

We will consider a gas mixture of CO/Ar , 10/90 , as an

illustrative and representative mix. The electron impact

dissociation process will be parameterized in E/N , T1, and

T. We will  consider E/N ’s ranging from 3 to 40 Townsend and

gas temperatures ranging from 100 to 3000°K for T1 2000

and 3000°K. This space adequately covers the normal opera-

ting parameters of gas discharges. In parallel, the heavy

particle dissociation process will be examined over a

similar parameter space. In addition, we will examine the

heavy particle dissociation process for conditions encoun-

tered in optical pumping studies. Here we will consider

constant pump rates which span the optical pumping regime,

l0~ to 1O7 quanta moleculi1 sec~~ , for gas temperatures

ranging from 100 to 2000°K.

Electron Impact Dissociation. Electron impact dissoci—

ation occurs in gas discharges and initiates a change in
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the discharge chemistry, gas composition , and electron and

molecular kinetics. Often these changes lead to an eventual 
, 

-

degradation of laser discharge eff iciency or a transition of

the glow discharge to an arc (ref 1).

In this section, we will present data on the rate of

dissociation due to electron impact collisions. These data

were obtained from a numerical solution of the Boltzmann

equation. We will examine the influence of dissociation

from excited states and the influence of superelastic col-

lisions. The dissociation coefficient ke is related to thea
rate of electron impact dissociation, Rd. by

Nd(3ec ’) 
~~~~~~~~~ot t ~~?~~~t 

(6-41)

with ne = electron number density (cm 3)

Nt0t = total neutral gas number density (cm 3)

k~ = dissociation coefficient (cm3/sec)

Here we will consider two different electron impact

dissociation reaction channels:

a. dissociative ionization

b. dissociative attachment

We will first examine the rate of dissociative ionization

and establish that this reaction rate can be significantly

enhanced under non-equilibrium conditions. The rate of dis-

sociative attachment will then be presented and compared
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with the rate of dissociative ionization. The influence of

superelastic collisions on both reaction rates will be dis-

cussed.

The dissociative ionization cross-section, presented

in Fig. 6—4 was util ized for the calculation of k~ (E/N ,

T,T1). The calculated coefficient of electron impact dis-

sociative ionization, k~ , is presented in Fig. 6-18. In

order to evaluate the inf luence of excited states on the

reaction rate, we have assumed that the cross—section from

excited vibrational states is equal to that from the ground

state with the threshold being displaced by the vibrational

energy relative to the v=O state. The excited state vibra-

tiona l distributions were calculated using the Gordiets ’

(ref 151) formalism. When dissociation is assumed to occur

only from the ground vibrational state , the calculated rate

is low in magnitude and exhibits a strong dependence on E/N.

Dissociative ionization from excited states results in

a rate enhancement of many orders of magnitude. This

enhancement is due to the highly non-equilibrium distribu-

tion of both the VED and the eed. The excited state dissoci-

ation rate is dominated by the contributions from the vibra-

tional states in the high energy end of the VED plateau.

This dominance can be understood in terms of the population

and the threshold for dissociative ionization of the high

lying vibrational states. These states obtain a signifi-

cant population for large T1 and low T as a result of

anharmonic pumping and the formation of the “resonant
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plateau. ” Recalling that NvV~ constant in this region , we

note that there is only a slight decrease in state popula-

tion from the Treanor minimum , y , to the knee location , V .

Since the plateau can be maintained over a wide range of

the vibrational manifold , (over 5ev), a significant reduc-

tion in the threshold for dissociative ionization is

achieved with only a minor reduction in population . The

magnitude of the excited state dissociation rate reflects

the sensitivity of the process to excitation threshold. To

ellucidate the dependence of the thssociation rate on the

location of the knee in the Vi~~, we have calculated the

excited state dissociation coefficient for values of v

ranging from 60 to 30. The values obtained are given in

Fig. 6—18.

The fact that the eed is highly non—Maxwellian magni—

fies the contribution of dissociation from excited states.

Observe in Fig. 6—6 , that the eed exhibits two plateaus .

These plateaus exist in energy regions where there are no

significant inelastic losses , 0.0 to 1.0ev. and 2.5 to 6.0ev.

The plateaus are terminated in a region of significant

inelastic excitation and exhibit a Maxwellian behavior in

these regions. The characteristic temperature, Tc~ 
in these

regions , where

(6 42)
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is much less than Tavg~ 
where

F?*dn ener; y (6-43)

This results in an enhanced sensitivity of the rates to the

threshold energy of the excitation and points out the inade-

quacy of any Maxwellian model of the eed .

Superelastic collisions also enhance the dissociation

rate , with this effect being strongest at low E/N . The

influence of superelastic collisions on the dissociative

attachment, DA , and dissociative ionization , DI , rates is

presented in Fig. 19. The DI curve includes dissociation

front excited states. The source of rate enhancement due

to superelastic collisions and the self-similar form of the

eed were discussed previously in reference to Fig 6-8.

Dissociation Due to Heavy Particle Collisions: Electric

Discharge Conditions. * We now examine the heavy particle

dissociation rate over the discharge parameter space and

compare this rate with the electron impact rate. We will

find that electron impact dissociation substantially exceeds

the heavy particle rate for typical discharge operating con-

ditioris.

Here we will utilize the standard ladder model for the

heavy particle analysis. This is a convenient and reasonable

*It is assumed throughout that we are dealing with a
C.W. discharge and not a pulse discharge or afterglow. ‘
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approach , since at the low temperatures considered here,

the various heavy particle dissociation models approach

the same limit and no rate variation of significance in

thi s parameterization results. The heavy particle coeffi-

cients, kd , are paraineterized in T and T1. With
H

6 44
‘‘

= t1~~ 1 ~~~~/1 co tot

The results of this analysis are presented in Figs. 6—20

and 6-21. Fig. 6-20 compares the electron , k~~, and heavy

particle, kd , coefficients for conditions of vibrational
H

equilibrium, T1=T. The heavy particle rate coefficient

retains its Arrhenius form , and is very low in comparison

to the electron impact coefficient at the typical discharge

operating temperatures below 700°X. The influence on k

of discharge induced departures of VED f rom equi librium is

established in Fig. 6-21. Here kd is presented as a func-
H - -

tion of T for T1=2000°K and 3000°K. The departure of the

VED from equilibrium enhances the population in the high

energy states and substantially increases the dissociation

rate above its equilibrium value. Despite this increase,

the heavy particle dissociation rate remains many orders

of magnitude below and never obtains a physically sig-

nificant magnitude. The magnitude and temperature depen-

dence of the heavy particle rate can be understood in terms

of the simplified analysis of the VED previously presented.
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Within the framework of the ladder model , the dissoci-

ation rate is proportional to the occupation of the last

bound state. The occupation of the last bound state is

substantially increased due to the strong influence of V—V

exchanges and the subsequent anharmonic pumping. This state

population may be approximated as

= t~ e~pjC 
(
~ f] ~~ (6-45)

where we have neglected the slight decrease in the popula-

tion experienced in the plateau region. N
~ 

represents the

state occupation at the Treanor minimum . This population ,

according to equation (6-33) increases with decreasing gas

temperature. In addition, as the gas temperature is

lowered E~ increases as the knee moves out to higher

energies. Thus the last state population increases as the

temperature is lowered , but this behavior does not persist.

At temperatures below 350°K , these population enhancement

effects begin to saturate and the inverse temperature depen-

dence in the exponential of equation (6-45) dominates the

expression. The population of the last state then falls off

rapidly. - r

Dissociation Due to Heavy Particle Collisions: Optical

Pumping. In order to complete the parameterization of the

heavy particle rate, we now consider the case in which
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excitation is achieved through intense optical pumping.

Optical pumping has advantages over discharge excitation :

1. A greater degree of vibrational excitation can be

achieved in comparison to electric discharge excitation .

2. Gas mixture , pressure, and temperature need not be

compatible with discharge operation.

These advantages force one to consider the possibility of

achieving a significant heavy particle dissociation rate

under conditions of intense optical pumping. In this

section we parameterize the dissociation reaction under

conditions of intense optical pumping with respect to gas

temperature and effective , v=0+l, pump rate. The tempera-

tures considered ranged from 100 to 1000°K , while pump rates

extended from those characteristic of discharge excitation

to gas breakdown threshold , l0~ to ~~~ quanta/ (molecule—sec.)

Paralleling our treatment of thermal dissociation, we

will first present the results of a time-dependent solution

of the Master Equation, Fig. 6-22. This solution estab-

lishes the existence of a quasi—steady—state and reveals the

temporal evolution of the Treanor, Plateau, and Boltzmann

regions of the VED. We here consider a 10/90, CO/Ar gas

mixture with pump rate P=lO3 and T=300 at a total number

density of 2.67 x 1019cnt 3. The initial distribution is

assumed to be the equilibrium Maxwellian distribution at

the gas temperature T. The quasi-steady-state is achieved

in 90 usec and exhibits the three characteristic regione

- 
- 
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discussed previously. In the early stages of the transient

evolution , the relaxation is dominated by the 0+1 pumping

and off resonant V-V exchanges with the first excited vibra-

tional state. These exchanges drive the low vibrational

States toward a Treanor distribution and lead to a signifi-

cant increase in the population of the higher vibrational

levels. This evolution proceeds until a sufficient popula-

tion is achieved in these high energy states. Then vibra-

tional exchanges become dominated by near resonant exchanges

and the plateau begins to be established . The input quanta

are conveyed along the plateau towards the Boltzmann deacti-

vation zone. The zone moves toward higher energies to

finally achieve a balance with the energy input rate and

the quasi-steady state is established .

A similar VED evolution and attainment of a quasi-

steady—state was obtained for all pump rates and gas tempera-

tures considered. In no instance was it possible to extend

the plateau region to the dissociation limit and obtain a

VED without a Boltzmann “tail.” As a result, the heavy

particle dissociation rates obtained for conditions of

intense optical pumping were extremely slow and not corn-

parable to those obtained by electron impact excitation.

The heavy particle dissociation coefficients obtained

for pump rates, P, of lO~ and 106 -are plotted against

in Fig. 6-23. The dissociation coefficient decreases mono-

tonically with temperatures , fal ling off more rapidly at

temperatures below 400°X. This fall off is due to the
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exponential temperature dependence of the f inal state popu-

lation discussed previously with regard to the discharge

paralneterization and equation (6-45). The gross tempera-

ture dependence is different from that obtained in the

paranteterization. This can be understood by noting that

although T1 is proportional to a pump rate, and an increase

in T1 at a f ixed T corresponds to an increase in pumping ,

T1 being equal to a constant does not imply a constant pump

rate if the gas temperature is varied. Note that by

increasing the pump rate by three orders of magnitude , the

dissociation rate has increased over 10 orders of magnitude.

This enhancement is caused by the increase in plateau popu-

lation and the extension of the “knee” to higher energies

as the pumping is increased. This behavior seturates, how-

ever , as shown in Fig. 24, where the dissociation constant

is plotted as a function of pump rate at a fixed temperature

of 300°K. -

Evaluation and Comparison of Heavy Particle Dissocia-

tion Rates. Based upon the discharge and optical pumping

analyses , we conclude that , within the framework of the

ladder model , it is difficult to achieve substantial heavy

particle induced collisional dissociation under non-

equilibrium conditions. Quantitative experimental data on

non-equilibrium dissociation rates are not available, how-

ever , qualitative information has recently been obtained by

Rich (ref 133) in his optical pumping studies. These
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studies were motivated by interest in high energy CO lasers

and in f r ared avionics programs, and were directed towards

measurement of the V-T deactivation rates for high vibra-

tional quantum levels of CO in collisions with helium and

argon. During the investigation , however , significant non—

equilibrium dissociation of CO was observed to occur , the

inferred dissociation rate being similar in magnitude to

that obtained under electric discharge conditions. This

observation is inconsistent with the predictions of our non—

equilibrium calculations and requires a re-evaluation of

the kinetic model used in the analysis.

First, let us review Rich’s observations (ref 133).

1. Carbon is deposited on cell walls during excita-

tion.

2. At gas pressures below 6 atmospheres in CO/Ar , a

visible blue emission , (Swan Bands of C2), is observed. The

intensity increases as the total pressure decreases .

3. A comparison of the relative intensities of the

v=l÷0 and the C12C12 v=l-s-O band heads suggest an

isotopic enrichment of “several” hundred percent.

4. Observed isotopic enrichments appear to be essen-

tially independent of gas temperature.

5. Emission from the CO electronic bands is not

observed.

Now let us re-examine our model predictions of non-

equilibrium dissociation rates in light of these observa—

tions and the calculated VED’s. The obvious deficiency
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lies in the magnitude of the dissociation constant. For

kd 10 43, a dissociation rate of l0 43NcoNtot=lO
6cm 3sed

~
is obtained . This rate would have to be increased about 20

orders of magnitude to yield a rate consistent with experi-

ment.

A disparity of this order of magnitude might result

from inaccuracies in the kinetic rates used in the calcula-

tion. To provide a measure of the sensitivity of the cal-

culation to kinetic rates and molecular potential and obtain

a perspective as to what variation in the VED would be

required to produce such a significant variation in the dis-

sociation rate, consider the following two cases. First,

assume that the V-V and V-T models did not accurately

identify the “knee” location, if the knee actually was

displaced by 1 ev to a higher energy, the final state popu-

40 17lation and rate would be increased by e : 10 at 300°K, or

a factor of (55)J for every tenth of an ev. displacement, j.

As a second situation , and really a limiting form of the

first case mentioned , consider the possibility of obtaining

a VED in which the plateau extends to the dissociation

limit. Under these circumstances , neglecting vibrational

depletion due to dissociation , the rate would approximately

be increased by a factor g, where

q = exp r(D.-Epn
L k T J
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It is therefore critica l, in a non-equilibrium ladder

climbing analysis of dissociation , to know the magnitude

and level scaling of the V-V and V-T rates. This data is

currently not available. The current work of Rich (ref

133), Lam (ref 152), and Fisher (ref 161) on V-V and V—T

rate measurements for high vibrational states will be

extremely beneficial in this respect.

Before setting aside the delicate question of rates,

let us return to the reality of experiment and examine

Rich’ s VED data as previously presented in Fig. 6-16.

In view of the reasonable agreement obtained between theory

and experiment, we conc lude that while the heavy particle

dissociation rate is extremely sensitive to the magnitude

and level scaling of the rates , the rates used in the

calculation are adequate. We, therefore, do not attribute

the disparity in the dissociation rate to inaccuracies in

the V-V and V-T rates.

Continuing now with an examination of the experimental

data, we establish that the “ladder” model itself is incon-

sistent with the experimentally observed dissociation

reaction in CO/Ar . The Boltzmann “tai l”  of the VED of experi-

mental curve onsets at less than 3/4 of the 11 eV. dissoci-

ation energy of CO. The approximate population of the last

bound state would be l0 50 of the total number density

yielding a kdH 
of approximately io

.60 . This magnitude ,

although consistent with numerical calculations , is not

consistent with the experimentally observed rate. We
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therefore conclude that under these conditions dissocia-

tion does not only proceed f r om vibrational states near the

dissociation limit. A more efficient reaction channel must

exist.

Alternative Processes and Reaction Mechanisms. Let’s

exam ine various alternative processes and reaction mecha-

nisms. First, we assume from the description of the experi-

ment, ref (133), that under the present conditions of

optical pumping it is reasonable to neglect any electron

impact excitation process. We can also neglect any uncer-

tainties in knee location since the experimental distribu-

tions were inferred from the radiative properties of the

molecule. We consider next the possibility of a multi-

photon , photo-dissociation of vibrationally excited CO.

(6-46)

The pump intensities used in the experiment do not f avor

this process , especially for large n—lO (ref 171). For

n-..3, states accessed would lie in the Boltzmann tail and

yield a rate much lower than observed. We therefore con-

clude that the observed dissociation results from a heavy

particle collision process. For the dissociation process

to be efficient, it must access states in either the plateau

or Treanor regions of the VED. We suggest two possible

reaction mechanisms:
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a. Multi-quantum V—V exchange

b. Vibrational-to-Electronic exchange

For mechanism (a) the dissociation reaction proceeds via ,

Co(v) .,~CO(v ’) —~ C #0” Co(v”) (6-47)

Whereas for mechanism (b), the dissociation reaction is

related to the following reaction sequence ,

Coci ’) 4 CO(v’) —.-C~f # C O (V”) (6-48A)

CO~
F 

~~~ co (v) —
~~ C4 

4. C (6 48b)

where CO* is an electronically excited state of CO. Both

reactions require the exchange of significant amounts of

vibrational energy, with v-v’ I~ 3O. Experimental data on

multiple quantum exchanges of this order does not exist.

However , the recent data of Brechignac (ref 162) for two

quantum exchange, Iv—~’ =2 , suggest a large cross-section ,

up to 20% of that of the single-quantum V-V transition.

Theoretical analyses of multiple quantum exchanges are

also very limited and complex. These analyses do not

address quanta exchanges of the order , (~v=30), considered

here. However, the theory of Dillon and Stephenson (ref

163) for ~v-~2 appears to qualitatively agree with the data

of Brechignao. It is therefore difficult to directly

estimate the transition rates for the reactions given in
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equations (6—47) and (6—48). We can, however , estimate

the magnitude of the transition rate that would be required

to be consistent with the observed dissociation rate.

Assuming that reaction equation (6-48a) is rate control-

ling , both equations (6—47) and (6-48a) may be written as

(6 49)

with

g = the speci fic collision frequency (cm3/sec)

~diss = the exchange probability

= the vibrational state population

Rich has stated (ref 164) that the observed dissociation

resulted in a variation of less than 1% in the CO density in

a time of 60 sec. We can , therefore , place an upper bound

on the dissociation ceefficient kd , at io 21 
~~

3/5ec
H

This would require a maximum value of 
~diss ’ for both

mechanisms , to be of ~he order of l0 3_10 6. In view of

Brechignac’s results (ref 162), we consider this probabil—

ity to be obtainable and continue with analysis of dissoci-

ation via mechanisms (a) and (b).

In discussing non—equilibrium dissociation via a multi-

quantum V—V exchange or a V-e transition , we will attempt

to characterize dependence of each mechanism on gas tempera-

ture and T1. In addition, we will examine the consistency
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of the proposed mechanisms , a and b, with experimental

observations. Finally , simple experiments and paraineteriza—

tions will be suggested to establish and evaluate the rela-

tive importance of each mechanism.

Both mechanisms involve vibrational states in either

the Treanor or Plateau regions of the VED. Consequently ,

they will exhibit a similar dependence on T1 and T. The

reaction rate, if primarily proportional to the level occupa-

tion , will increase with increasing pump rate and increase

with decreasing gas temperature at a fixed pump rate. This

behavior is consistent with Rich’s observation of increased

Swan band emission under conditions of higher pumping ~ref

133). Despite the fact that the V-e exchange of mechanism

(b) results in the formation of C0*, which we hypothesize

to be CO (a3rI), significant emission from the CO electronic

bands would not be anticipated when this mechanism is

active. This can be understood by noting that reaction

(6-34b) is strongly exothermic probably proceeding at a

rate near gas kinetic, (ref s 165, 166) while the radiative

lifetime, Trade of this state is of the order of lO~~ sec (ref

166). Thus for the experimental conditions the collision

time, Tc < Trad and a significant CO* population will not

be obtained. This is consistent with experiment.

Rich observed an isotopic enhancement of several

hundred percent in the dissociation products. This enhance-

ment is consistent with either the V-V or V-e i~iechanism and

can be understood in terms of the anharmonic pumping of
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the isotope in this binary mixture of diatomics (refs 18,

153, 133). Using the theory of Gordiets (ref 18), Rich

(ref 133) has calcu lated the ratio 8 of the specific dis-

sociation rate for C13016 to the corresponding rate for

C~
2O~

6. These results (ref 133) are presented in Fig.

6-25 where the separation coefficient , 8, is plotted as a

function of temperature T, for various values of T1. The

essence of the solution can be understood by noting that

the calculation assumes that the VED of the isotope is

dominated by resonant exchange processes with C12016, the

normal isotopic abundance being only 1.1%. Since the

vibrational energy levels of the isotope are more closely

spaced than that of C12O16, this resonant exchange occurs

between different vibrational levels of the isotope and

C’2016. The resonance shift is approximately two vibra-

tional levels. Thus the isotope VED essentially reproduces

that of the C12O~
6 with a two level shift; i.e.

‘c (C “a”) ‘%~_(c “o”L
~~~ (c”o”) 

— 

M~ (c”o”)

This yields a T1 for the isotope greater than that of

c’2o~
6, and results in a higher relative excited state popu-

lation in the isotope VED. Note that higher values of ~

in Fig. 6—24, corresponding to lower T1, give a larger

separation coefficient, but yield a lower rate magnitude.
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In addition , this analysis reveals that the separation

coefficient is fairly insensitive to gas temperature, in

quantitative agreement with Rich’ s observation (ref 133).

Based on the previous discussion , both a V—V or V—e

exchange mechanism are consistent with experimental observa-

tions . Both mechani sms exhibit a similar dependence of

the dissociation rate and isotopic separation coefficient

on T1 and T. In order to evaluate the relative role played

by each mechanism, the following experiments are suggested.

Examination of reactions (6-47) and (6—48b) reveals

a significant difference in the primary dissociation pro-

ducts. The V-V mechanism results in the production of both

atomic carbon and oxygen , while the V-e exchange mechanism

produces CO2 and atomic carbon. A mass spectrometric analy-

sis of the gas establishing the relative amounts of 0,

O2~ 
and CO2 would provide great insight. The presence of

signif icant amounts of either 0 or 02 would favor the V-V

mechanism , whereas their absence and the presence of CO2
would tend to indicate the dominance of the V-e exchange

mechanism.

In addition to the difference in the dissociation pro-

ducts of mechanisms (a) and (b), we note that the activation

energies for the V-V and V—e mechanism also differ substan-

tially. For the V-V mechanism , it is required that

Ev+Ev,>Do, 1]. eV.; while for the V-e mechanism Ev+Ev.>E*,

E* denoting the energy of the electronic state, 6.2 eV. for

CO (a311). Capitalizing on this difference , a sequence of
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experiments in which controlled amounts of helium are intro—

duced into the gas mix , while the Swan band intensity is

simultaneously being monitored, would establish the depen-

dence of the dissociation rate on the location of the knee

in the VED. This information could then be used in conjunc-

tion with the results of the gas mass analysis to determine

the relationship of v and v ’ for each mechanism. If the

V—V process, a , proceeds through states v and v ’, with

v’~ v , then a rapid fall off in Swan band intensity would

occur only when the knee drops below 5.5 ev. If the process

proceeds dominantly with v ’>v , then a more continuous reduc-

tion in intensity will be observed as the knee moves to

lower energies.

It was previously believed that the V—e transfer process

proceeded dominantly through those vibrational levels nearly

resonant with the electronic state (ref 168). More recent

data has revealed that this situation does not always hold

(ref 169). The helium addition experiments would shed light

on this aspect of the V-e transfer. If a cutoff of the dis-

sociation reaction is observed when the knee drops below

6.2 ev., a resonant exchange would be suggested. A “sof ter ”

fall  off of the dissociation rate, on the other hand , would

favor an of f resonant exchange.

Further work, both theoretical and experimental, is

required in the area of V—e and V-V exchanges. However,

based on Rich ’s experimental data and our analysis, both

mechanisms offer the possibility of a more efficient channel
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for the non-equilibrium dissociation of diatomic molecules

and provide a simple method of achieving significant isotope

separation factors using optica l pumping.

I -
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Chapter VII. A Review and Some
Considerations for Future Study

General Review

In the present study , we have performed a detailed and

comprehensive analysis of the collisionally induced dissoci-

ation of diatomic molecules under equilibrium and non-

equilibrium conditions. In this chapter we will highlight

the interesting and important results. By referring again

to Table II , one can establish the scope of previous works

and note the contradictions that exist in these studies.

This study has resolved many of these inconsistencies. We

have utilized both time-dependent and steady-state analyses

- of the Master Equation while incorporating an experimentally

consistent set of exchange rates. Within this computational

framework, we have critically evaluated three different dis-

sociation models and established the significant influence

of rotation, vibrational depletion, equal energy transi-

tions, V-V exchanges, and electronic states on the dissoci—

ation reaction. The scope of this analysis has been broad,

including calculations for H2, 02~ 
N2, CO , Br2, and 12; and

examination of both dissociation and recombination coeffi-

cients. In our parameterization of dissociation under non-

equilibrium conditions, we have considered excitation due

to electron impact and optical pumping and evaluated the

relative importance of electron impact and thermal dissoci-

ation.
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New Aspects of Dissociation for
Near-EquilibHum Conditions

The emphasis of the near equilibrium aspect of this

study has been directed toward the critical evaluation of

collisional theories of the thermal dissociation of diatomic

molecules. Semi-classical exchange probabilities based on

a distorted wave treatment were utilized in time—dependent

and steady-state solutions of the kinetic equations. The

dissociation process , in pure diatomic gases and diatomic

gases highly diluted in an inert gas , was pararneterized

over a wide range of temperatures and gases. In this

parameterization , to evaluate the rotational contribution

to dissociation , three kinetic models of dissociation were

considered:

1. Standard Ladder

2. Coupled Model

3. Uncoupled Model -

In addition, the implications of equal energy transitions

were examined within the framework of the rotational models ,

(2) and (3), and these results contrasted with the more

standard “over-the-top” mechanism.

A time-dependent solution of the Master Equation

established that the VEtI rapidly attains a pseudo-steady-

state, Figs. 5-2 and 5-3. This steady-state distribution

deviates substantially from the equilibrium distribution

because of vibrational-dissociative coupling. The resulting

depletion of population substantially reduces the
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dissociation rate from that which would be obtained if the

coupling were not considered. Induction times were calcu-

lated for the various models. No significant variation

in induction times was observed among the dissociation

models considered . We concluded that this indicated that

the induction time is primarily controlled by the relaxa-

tion or exchange rates and is relatively insensitive to the

vibrational biases of the dissociation process considered

here. A comparison of predicted and experimental induction

times , Fig. 5-5, showed good agreement with experiment

except at very high temperatures. At temperatures in excess

of lO ,000°K, the calculated incubation times were too long .

We concluded that this deviation at high temperatures can

be attributed to a more rapid relaxation due to the

increased importance of multiple quantum V-T transitions

in this temperature range. It is only in this temperature

range, however , that collisions are sufficiently impulsive

that multiple quantum transitions need be considered . When

sufficient transition rate data becomes available, a realis-

tic attempt at substantiating this hypothesis can be made.

The quasi-steady-state dissociation coefficient was

calculated for the three models and compared to experimental

data for mixtures of a diatomic gas highly diluted in argon.

Gases considered included H2, 02, N2, CO, Br2, and 12• From

this comparison , we establish three significant points.

First , the standard ladder model is inadequate and yields

dissociation coefficients that are much too low. Second,
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models including the influence of rotation predicted larger

dissociation coefficients than those obtained from the

standard ladder model. These coefficients exhibited sub-

stantial agreement with experiment for all gases considered .

Within the rotational models , equal energy transitions were

found to yield an additional increase in the dissociation

rates ; (the increase was especially marked in Br 2 and 12),

and decrease the activation energy in comparison to the

over—the—top model. Agreement with experiment was further

improved by their inclusion. This latter observation is

consistent with the recent results of trajectory calcula-

tions for dissociation in 12 (ref 92).

Dissociation in pure diatomic gases was then considered

in an ef fort to establish the cause of the observed rate

enhancement. This analysis revealed that the observed rate

enhancement can not be attributed to changes in collisiona l

ef f iciencies based upon mass variation . However , V—V

exchanges lead to rate enhancements similar in magnitude

and temperature dependence to those experimentally observed .

Having established the predictive capabilities of the

rotational models regarding the dissociation coefficients

in dilute and pure gases , a comparison of the calculated

recombination coefficients with experiment was presented.

This comparison expands the temperature range over which

the mode1~ can be evaluated and provides a detailed examina-

tion of tha pre-exponential factor in the dissociation

coefficient. Reasonable agreement with experiment was
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achieved for all gases considered , demonstrating an ability

to quantitatively correlate very high and low temperature

rate measurements for a wide variety of gases. The equal

energy transition model was found to yield not only a more

reasonable magnitude for the recombination coef f ic ient, but

also a temperature dependence consistent with experimental

data over the entire temperature range.

As a consequence of this aspect of the study, we reach

the broad conclusion that collisionally induced thermal

dissociation rates of diatomic molecules can be accurately

ca lculated using a simple molecular model which includes

both rotational structure and equal energy transitions.

Non-equilibrium Dissociation--Heavy
Particle Vs. Electron Impact

An examination of dissociation under highly non-

equilibrium conditions was utilized to illustrate the

effect of non-equilibrium on a simple chemical process. A

parametric mapping of heavy particle and electron impact

induced dissociation was performed . For the vibrational

kinetic analysis, we utilized the Master Equation form alism

previously developed for the near equilibrium case. The

electron impact analysis of dissociation was based on a

steady-state solution of the collisionalBoltzmann equation.

The electron impact analysis showed that significant

dissociation occurs under normal discharge operating condi-

tions. The magnitude of the dissociation rate exhibits a

strong dependence on E/N , and is substantia lly enhanced due
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to the influence of superelastic vibrational collisions.

Within this analysis, the influence of dissociation from

excited vibrational states was considered . A considerable

increase in the rate of dissociation , Fig 6-18, was noted.

The magnitude of this enhancement reflected the highly non-

equilibrium nature of both the VED and eed under normal

discharge operating conditions.

The dissociation rate due to heavy particle collisions

was examined over the discharge parameter space. A time-

dependent solution of the Master Equation established the

existence of a quasi-steady-state for the VED under the

non-equilibrium conditions considered and revealed the

temporal development of the three characteristic regions

of the VED. The calculation was benchmarked against the

experimental data of Rich (ref 133) and showed good agree-

ment with experimentally inferred distributions. The pre-

dicted heavy particle dissociation rate was compared with

the electron impact rate. Electron impact dissociation

was determined to substantially exceed the heavy particle

rate for typical discharge operating conditions. In order

to complete the paraxneterization of the heavy particle rate,

excitation achieved by means of intense optica l pumping was

considered. Based upon this analysis , within the framework

of the ladder model , we concluded that it is dif f i cult to

achieve substantial heavy particle collision induced disso-

ciation under non-equilibrium conditions. This conclusion ,

however, was inconsistent with Rich’s experimental
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observation of substantial dissociation in CO. We , there-

fore , decided that a more efficient reaction channel for

CO dissociation must exist. A multi-quantum V-V exchange

mechanism and a V-e exchange mechanism were proposed and

were shown to be consistent with ava ilable experimental

data . Experiments were suggested to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of each of the proposed exchanges.

Considerations for Future Study

In the course of thi s study we have examined the dis-

sociation process under equilibrium and non-equilibrium con-

ditions. As a result of these analyses, the following

broad areas can be identified as warranting further theo-

retical and - experimental investigation :

a . Heavy particle energy transf er rates

b. Excited state reactions

These areas are not mutually exclusive, but are generically

different in the way they affect the dissoci-ation process.

The heavy particle transfer rates form the kinetic basis for

a Master Equation approach. Whereas, excited state

reactions dictate the critical reaction channels to be con-

sidered .

Significant strides have been made in the theoretical

field of heavy particle kinetics using semi-classical or

exact quantum mechanical calculations of inelastic colli-

sion processes. Much of this work is based on the avail-

ability of improved interaction potentials. The
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experimental and theoretical determination of these poten—

tials is critical if accurate predictions of energy transfer

rates are to be achieved.

New experimental techniques (refs 133, 161) are comple-

menting and capitalizing on the recent theoretical predic-

tions: however , the following rate deficiencies still exist:

1. There is a lack of sufficient experimental data

relating to the dependence of V-T, V-V, V-R-T, V-R-V-R-T,

vibrational rate coeff icients on the initial state quantum

number.

2. Multiple quantum V-V and V-T exchanges have

received little critical consideration. In view of

Brechn iacs’ recent results and their implications, further

work should be devoted to this topic.

3. Finally , vibrational to electronic , V—e , or elec—

tronic to vibrational , e—V , transfers should be given atten-

tion commensurate with the unique - possibilities they offer.

The possibil ities of new lasers based on electronic transi-

tions , isotope separation , and new energy storage concepts

using metastable states should spur new research in this

area.

The experimental observation (ref s 105, 108) and our

numerical confirmation of the particiçation of excited

electronic states in CO dissociation process suggest that

further efforts o.~d new techniques be applied to establish

the role of excited states in the dissociation process.

Under non-equilibrium conditions, we have established that
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excited vibrational and electronic states can significantly

alter reaction rates , discharge chemistry, and laser effi-

ciency. Further work is required in this area to establish

excited state, vibrational and electronic , electron impact

excitation and ionization cross-sections. Detailed knowl-

edge of these cross—sections offers the opportunity to con-

trol electric discharge chemistry, optimize discharge eff i-

ciency , and temporally tailor discharge excitation.
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Appendix A. The Influence of Anharnionicity
on Vibrational Energy Transfer

In this appendix , we briefly review the semi—classical

theory of vibrational energy transfer , V-T, and use this

theory as a framework to discuss the influence of anharmon—

icity on the transition rates. This discussion is based on

the recent work of McKenzie (ref 32) and the earlier papers

of Mies (ref 27). From this discussion and subsequent

examination of calculated matrix elements, we will  conclude

that when anharmonic ef f ects are considered, two factors

must be incorporated into the transition element ana lysis:

a. Morse matrix elements

b . Assyrnetric correction factor

When both factors are properly evaluated , the scaling of

transition elements is found to deviate only slightly from

that of a simple harmonic oscillator.

Let us now consider the simple problem of determining

the probable state of an oscillator , initially in a speci-

fied state , after it has been perturbed by undergoing a

collision with a structureless atom (ref 32 ) .  Here we will

utilize the simple collision geometry given in Fig. A-i

where a structureless particle of mass, ma~ impacts a

diatomic molecule with nuclear masses, mb, and m
~
. The

impacted oscillator nucleus, in.~, is located a distance yr

from the mo lecular mass center , where 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 

We
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adopt a three body center of mass reference frame in which

the relative collision speed is given by U, and the inter-

action potential is specified by -

(A l)

where L and A are constants. Defining the potential in

terms of the oscillator coordinates and the center of mass ,

we cbtain

~Wi. a’r/~.
e (A-2)

The system Hamultonian is given by

-
~~~~~~

. 
~~~~~~

.. ,~ 
,~
. ~(r) ~ V(~)r) (A-3)f/ 2,#,, 2~~

with

(A-4)

,U &(n~~ 4i,)/(~I
#ma#me) - 

- 

(A-5)

The symbols with subscript 0 denote oscillator quantities

while the other symbols refer to the incident particle

variables. Let us write the total wave function as
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36 , 
~~~~ ~

) ~~~ t) (A-6)

and treat the incident particle classically. Then the equa-

tions of motion for the incident particle yield (ref 32)

_ _  = “~ (A-7)
I.

with

(A-8)

Note that the potential constant, A , only influences the

distance of closest approach , and may therefore be removed

by the transformation

e (A-9)

where is the semi—classical relative collision

energy before the interaction , and

~~=f5~~
) ehl

~
h
i~ ( r )Jr (A-b )
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is the time-independent diagonal matrix element, and

the initial oscillator stationary-state eigenfunction.

Defining a new interaction coordinate as ~=~-x0, and

substituting into equation (A-7) yields (ref 32)

~~ 
_~~I,t

‘
a = C R(t) (A-li)

where R (t)E<e~~
l
~
I
~>/Vkk. If the oscillator is assumed to

be fixed in its initial eigenstate, then R(t)~~i for all time

(ref 32). This assumption reduces the classical equation of

motion to the equation for a constant energy trajectory :

~~ 
e 

- 

- 

(A- 12)

This equation can be integrated analytically (ref 170) to

obtain the interaction potential

V(v’,rj ~~.&e e —

(A- 3)

in terms of time, by using the result

-~~(~)/L ze 5~~C#~ (A 14)
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The oscillator motion is treated by expanding its wave

function ~j,(r,t) in terms of the stationary-state oscillator

eigenfun ctions ~P~~(r)~ thus

~ Ot ) -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A-l5)

with w=E /?~ and E~ the eigenenergy of state n. The wave

function, ~ji (r,t) describes the oscillator response during

-a collision and is the solution of the time dependent

Schrddinger equation.

i~~s~~~ t)  
~~~ - . #~~(r)* V(

~riV(~~
) (A-16)

where V0(r) is the molecular potential. The solution of

equation (A—16) is reduced to a set of coupled , linear dif-

ferential equations for the expansion coefficients , C~ .

- By defining

~
j 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - (A-17)

and introducing equation (A—l4), the coefficients are deter-

mined to vary in time as
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* dc~ C~
) 

= L (t )/L 
C (t) e’~~~ 

~~~ (A- 18)
. / ~7/

The probability that an oscillator, initially in state k ,

will exist in state ri af ter  the interaction is

- 

~~~~~~~ (g)=/e~~(c.o)/

2 
(A-19)

If only the initial and f inal  states are coupled , equation

- 
(A-l8) can be written in the integral form (ref 32):

ii~/ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (A-2O)

where 
-

-
,

-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~eci,Y4~) (A-21)

Mies (ref 27) has integrated equation (A-20) and obtained

~~~~~
)=/v— 

(A-22)
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where

— 2 (A-23)2- ~~ t V1tA ,

and M(l+ig,  2 , i 2 A )  is the confluent hypergeometric series

with complex arguments.

Following Mies (ref 27), we redefine this probability

as

~~~~~(E)=~~ ° (E) ‘A(5,2) (A-24)

where

A(~?)~ v 2/M( 1
Then A (E ,A) can be identified as an anharmonic correction

factor to the “symmetric” transition probability , ‘
~~~~

-
~~~~~~

‘

where the symmetric transition probability is obtained by

assuming Vkk=Vnn. Values of A (E,A) for 0÷1 transition

have been tabulated by Mies (ref 27) for O2~ 
N2, Br2, and

CO. Values of A(E,X) range from b0~~ to io 2 . Thus a

general effect of removing the symmetric approximation and
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including oscillator anharmonicities is to decrease the

transition probability.

Mies (ref 27) also calculated the anharmonic factor ,

A(E,X) for a limited range v=O~ 4 of initial and final

oscillator states. He established that for single quantum

transitions , A(E,A) decreases as the vibrational quantum

number of the initial state increases. To investigate this

scaling in more detail, we have expanded the range of states

investigated to v=O÷40 for the CO-Ar system. - The results

of this analysis are presented in Fig. A—2 , where we plot

the normalized transitioned elements <VIF>
2, for F=I+l , where

/11 \ = _ _ _ _\ ~ZFf 
,,,,
/

for two cases:

a. Morse Oscillator

b. Simple Harmonic Oscillator

For the SHO case , we have retained only the first two

terms in the expansion of equation (A-2). This yields the

frequently assumed form for the interaction potential being

linear in r. The Morse elements were evaluated according

to equation (A-17) using the formalism and numerical tech-

niques developed by McKenzie (ref 32).

Note that the Morse elements scale much more rapidly

with vibrational quantum number than the linear beh~ivior

obtained for the SHO case . However , when the Mies
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assynunetrical correction is applied, dashed curve, we

observe that the effective transition elements scale less

rapidly than those of the SHO.

We, therefore, conclude that to properly identify the

magnitude and level scaling of the transition elements we

must consider both the Morse matrix elements and the Mies

assymmetric correction factor.
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Appendix B. Number of Bound
Vibrational States

In any collisional theory of energy transfer and dis-

sociation , it is necessary to enumerate all the discrete

vibrational or vibrational-rotational states to be con-

sidered. There exists some inconsistency in the specifica-

tion of these states. Various approaches to their specif i-

cation will be discussed here. -

The simplest molecular model is that of a simple

harmonic oscillator with energy level spacing given by

hve~ The number of bound vibrational states for this model

is simply (D /(hVe)

In a more refined approach , one would attempt to

select a model which at least accounts for the molecular

anharinonicity. The Morse potential, Fig. 4-1, is a widely

used potential curve for an anharmonic oscillator. Morse

proposed that

(B-i)

with De and ~ being constants , (see Chapter IV) , related

to the dissociation energy and vibrational frequency , Ve~
of the ground state. Within this representation , the

v2br a t i o n al  energy levels are given by (ref 78)
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E~ (y#’/2),4,i ~ 
(B-2)

Solving for the last bound vibrational state v~ , by setting

Ev*=De we obtain with y= (v+½ )

= -

± 

~J ~4a.... 44&; 
= ~2r~/(~~ ) 

(B-3)

2

Thus in a Morse formalism , the number of bound vibrational

states is twice that obtained using the truncated SHO

formalism (ref 78). We have adopted the Morse formalism

in this analysis because it accurately reproduces the

observed spectroscopic dependence of the vibrational energy

structure and is amenable to a direct incorporation of

rotational effects (ref 7 7 ) .  -

In general , anharmonicity may be accounted for by

expressing the vibrational energy levels in terms of a

power series in y:

~9= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I
the value of the coefficients of the expansion are given

by Herzberg (ref 78). If this formalism is adopted , rather

than the Morse , and the expansion truncated at the quad—

ratic term , y* is given by the smaller of the two roots of :

- -

Thus

~‘ - 44’4~-. 4h1ieXe J~e7 2,
~i~~xe

and

“/2- J~~~~ (3(e4~/ (4~~ ) (B 5)

Thus in this formalism y*<y*~0~5~ . As an example, consider

oxygen. Using the data of Herzberg we obtain ~~~~~~~ =

53 and y*=35.

Preliminary investigations of the sensitivity of the

dissociation rate to state specification have yielded the

following general conclusions for the case of thermal dis-

sociation.

a. The temperature dependence of the dissociation

rate is relatively insensitive to the formalism selected .
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b. The magnitude of the dissociation rate is smaller

when additional vibrational states are assumed bound .

This variation , however , was not significant enough to

alter the general agreement and conclusions obtained with

the Morse formalism.

In non-equilibrium studies, the dissociation results

are much more sensitive to the assumed number of bound

states. This is just another aspect of the rate sensitiv-

ity analysis that was discussed in Chapter VI. By using

the power series expansion with a sixth order f i t , no sig-

nificant variation from the Morse value in calculated bound

states was obtained in CO. However , if oxygen or nitrogen

are considered , the variations are significant. For example,

using the truncated series approach one would conclude that

in oxygen significant heavy particle dissociation , via the

ladder model , can occur. This question of last bound state

designation and rate scaling requires additional experimental

and theoretical attention.
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